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In the Matter of the Petition of
)
)

CITIZENS FOR A BETTER ENVIRONMENT
ENVIRONMENT (CBE), ET AL., UNITED
STATES FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
(USFWS), AND CITY OF SAN JOSE

ORDER NO. WQ 98-5

i
For Review of Action and Inaction
of the California Regional Water
;
Quality Control Board, San Francisco )
Bay Region. Our Files Nos. A-580,
A-606, .and A-606(A).
i

BY THE BOARD:
I

On October 20, 1988, the State Water Resources Control
Board (State Board or Board) received a petition from Citizens
for a Better Environment and eleven other organizations (CBE et
al.)l.

The petition sought review of the failure of the

California Regional Water Quality Control Board, San Francisco
Bay Region (Regional Board), to take 'certain actions requested by'
CBE et al. to regulate the discharge of heavy metals from three
municipal wastewater treatment plants into San Francisco Bay
south of the Dumbarton Bridge (South Bay).

0 _.

1 These organizationsinclude: Citizens Committee to Complete the Refuge:
Fisherman's Wharf Association; Pacific Coast Federation of Fishermen's
Association; Peninsula Conservation Center Foundation; Santa Clara Valley
Audubon Society; Sierra Club - Bay Chapter; Standard Fisheries Company;
San Francisco BoardsailingAssociation; Save San Francisco Bay Association:
Sierra Club - Loma Prieta; and, United Anglers.

.
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On December 21, 1988, the Regional Board reissued waste
discharge requirements in Orders Nos. 88-176 (NPDES Permit
No. CA0037621j and 88-175 (NPDES Permit No. CAO037834) to
Sunnyvale and Palo Alto, respectively.

These communities operate

the Sunnyvale Water Pollution Control Plant (Sunnyvale Plant) and
the Palo Alto Regibnal Water Quality Control Facility (Palo Alto
Plant), two of the three municipal sewage treatment plants which
discharge to the South Bay.

The Regional Board revised the waste

discharge requirements for the remaining discharger, the cities
of San Jose and Santa Clara, on January 18, 1989, to regulate
wastewater flows from the San Jose/Santa Clara Water Pollution
Control Plant (San Jose/Santa Clara Plant) in Order No. 89-012
(NPDES Permit No. CA0037842).

The Regional Board also adopted

Cease and Desist Order No. 89-013, directing San Jose and Santa
Clara to cease and desist discharging waste in violation of
prohibitions contained in Order No. 89-012.
On February 17, 1989, CBE et al. filed a supplement to
its earlier petition.

The supplemental petition added two

additional parties2 and requested review of the three National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (,NPDES)permits3 and of

2 The additional parties are Coalition for Effluent Action Now (CLEAN) and
the National Audubon Society.

3 The State of California is authorized to implement the NPDES permit
program, established under Section 402 of the federal Clean Water Act, 33
U.S.C. Section 1251.et seq. 33 U.S.C. Section 1342. See California Water
Code, Division 7, Chapter 5.5. Waste discharge requirements adopted by one
of the California Regional Water Quality Control Boards (Regional Boards)
pursuant to Chapter 5.5, Division 7 of the Water Code, are equivalent to
NPDES permits under Section 402 of the Clean Water Act. Water Code Section
13374; Section 23 CCR Section 2235.2.
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4 These entities are the City of Mtlpitas, Cupertino Sanitary District,
West Valley Sanitation District, County Sanitation Districts Nos. 2-3,
Sun01 Sanitary District and Burbank Sanitary District.
5 See letters, dated January 23, 1990, to Mr. Alan Ramo, Mr. Les White, and
Mr. Robert C. Thompson, respectively,from Sheila K. Vassey.
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I
staff-level workshop was held on January 30, 1990.

This workshop

was limited to a discussion of issues raised in the petitions
regarding wetlands mitigation.

The parties were subsequently

informed, by letter dated ,February 20, 1990, that the State Board
intended to take administrative notice of five studies relating
to the issue of wetlands mitigation.6

All parties were given

the opportunity to comment on these studies.
After consideration of the comments received at the two
workshops and review of the additional materials entered into the
record, State Board staff prepared a final Staff Report on the
petitions.

The final report was sent to interested persons in

May 1990.
Because of the complexity of the issues raised in the
petitions and the time required to adequately address these
issues, the State Board was unable to take formal action on the
petitions within the 270-day period specified in the State
Board's petition regulations.

See 23 CCR Section 2052(d).

Board, therefore, takes this matter up on its own motion.

The
See

Water Code Section 13320(a).

6 These studies are: "Staff Report, Mitigation: An Analysis of Tideland
Restoration Projects in San Francisco Bay", San Francisco Bay Conservation
and Development Commission (IYtarch
1988); nForum, Wetlands Restoration and
Mitigation Policies: Comment", Harvey and Josselyn, Environmental
Management, Vol. 10, No. 5 (1986); "Summary of Past Wetland Restoration
Projects in California",Josselyn & Buchholz (1982); "Critique of Present
Wetlands Mitigation Policies in the United States Based on an Analysis of
Past Restoration Projects in San Francisco Bay", Race, Environmental
Management, Vol. 9, No. 1 (1985); "CaliforniaClapper Rail Breeding Survey,
South San Francisco Bay", Rigney, Ii.T. Harvey & Associates (September 12,
1989).
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that the discharge, through the creation of new beneficial area or a
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also Policy, p. 11, fn. 3.
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for municipal
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4.

Requests for Basin Plan Exceptions

In April, 1973, the cities of San Jose, Santa Clara,
Sunnyvale, and Palo Alto formed the South Bay Dischargers
Authority (the Authority), a joint powers agency.

The Authority

was created following the completion of a consultant's report in
1972, which recommended relocating the three existing municipal
South Bay discharges to a location north of the Dumbarton Bridge.
The Authority's principal function was to explore alternatives
for the treatment and disposal of wastewater from its member
communities.
In 1980 the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and
the Authority published an Environmental Impact Report and
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS/EIS), evaluating several
effluent disposal alternatives for the South Bay dischargers.
The EIR/EIS recommended the "no project" alternative, which
entailed continued discharge at the present locations and
implementation of a monitoring program to assess the impacts of
continued discharge.

The principal reasons for this

recommendation were the high costs associated with relocating the
discharge and the lack of available data to support the
relocation alternative.
In September 1980 the Authority submitted a petition to
the Regional Board requesting an exception to the Basin Plan
prohibitions against discharges receiving less than 1O:l minimum
initial dilution, discharges to dead-end sloughs, and discharges
to the South Bay.

Alternatively, the Authority requested a five-
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8 Specifically, the Basin Plan stated that the Regional Board would
consider proposals for alternate toxic pollutant limitations for the
pollutants specified in Table VI-l where the discharger:
"la. demonstrates that all sources of the toxic pollutant are being
controlled through application of all reasonable treatment and source
control measures. Such proposals must include an assessment of the impact
of the alternate effluent limit on the beneficial uses of the receiving
water, and must include a demonstration that the costs of additional
measures do not bear a reasonable relationship to the level of beneficial
uses protected by such additional measures, -or
lb. proposes an alternate effluent limit based on a site-specific
water quality objective for that location, addressing three specific
aspects of uncertainty: site-specificwater chemistry and constituent
speciatfon, background concentration(s)in receiving waters, and
differences in sensitivity between local species and species used to
develop EPA criteria,
and
2. participates in a program to identify and develop control
strategies for nonpoint sources of pollution (urban runoff, agricultural
drainage, etc.) within or upstream from that discharger's receiving water
segment to reduce uncertainty regarding the discharger's contribution to
the total pollutant load." Id. at IV-3.
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to protect

the beneficial

uses of municipal

See id., Effluent

suPPlY*

Limitations

substantially

above

current

Plan for toxic pollutant

Basin

the levels

and agricultural
These

B.4.a.

specified

in Table

limits

are

IV-l of the

discharges

to other areas

of the Bay.
After
with

interim

limits

limits

confidence
reflect

were

Thirdly,

to be established

achievable

the permits

limitations

in Table

on December

See, e.g.,

studies.

on the mass

e.g.,

emission

expressed

metals,

limitations

which

the mass

the 95 percent

to include
emission

alternate

id., Effluent

permits

per year,

Limitations

Limitations

When

limits

be similarly

B.6.b.

Finally,
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B.5.
limitations
included
loading

of

effluent

discharge

B.6.a.

performance-based

site-specific

on the mass

permitted

become

included

were based on the current

effluent

limits were

The permits

of heavy metals.

limits would

Id.

Plan, which are

Bay, would

Limitations

upper

data to

concentrations.

IV-l of the Basin

the revised

and the maximum

performance-

that the toxic pollutant

id., Effluent

in pounds

id., Effluent

revised

These

self-monitoring

21, 1991, unless

In addition,

to be replaced

upon performance.

by that date, based upon the mandated

established

heavy

using

to the rest of San Francisco

effective

based

B.4.b.

effluent

specified

contained

applicable

limits,

Limitations

limit of the dischargers'

currently

limits were

for toxic pollutants

id., Effluent

See, e.g.,
based

one year, the effluent

See,

rates.

the permits

were

for toxic

pollutants,

revised.

See, e.g.,

the latter

limits were

to be ultimately
wasteload

revised

allocation

Limitations

for toxic pollutants.

Water

Quality

The federal
Act of 1987,

regulation
of these

of toxic
amendments
1.

303(c)(2)(B),

pollutant

Quality

addressing

for toxic

to surface

Act of 1987 added

the adoption

pollutants.g

or adopts

criteria

discharges

by the Water
on the

waters.

Two

by petitioners.

303(c)(2)(B)

state revises

9

Effluent

new emphasis

bear on the issues raised

Section

adopt

upon a

Act of 1987

Clean Water Act was amended

1313(c)(2)(B).

must

See, e.g.,

Pub. L. 100-4, to place

Section

The Water

standards

based

B.6.c.
C.

Quality

upon permit reissuance,

by states

33 U.S.C.

303(c)(2)(B)

Section

that whenever

standardslO,

for all toxic pollutants

quality

Section

requires

new water quality

of water

listed

a

the state

pursuant

to

Section 303(c)(Z)(B) states, in pertinent part:

"Whenever a State revises water quality standards pursuant to paragraph
(1) of this subsection, or revises or adopts new standards pursuant to this
paragraph, such State shall adopt criteria for all toxic pollutants listed
under section 304(a), the discharge or presence of which in the affected

waters could reasonably be expected to interfere with those designated uses
adopted by the State, as necessary to support such designated uses. Such
criteria shall be specific numerical criteria for such toxic pollutants.
h%ere such numerical criteria are not available, whenever a State reviews
water quality standards pursuant to paragraph (l), or revises or adopts new
standards pursuant to this paragraph, such State shall adopt criteria based
on biological monitoring or assessmentmethods consistent with information
published pursuant to section 304(a)(S)."
10 Section 303 of the Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. Section 1313, requires the
States to adopt water quality standards for surface waters. These
standards consist of the designated uses of waters of the United States and
water quality criteria for those uses. Section 1313(c)(Z)(A). In
California, water quality standards are set through the basin planning
process. In the basin plans the Regional Boards designate the beneficial
uses to be protected and establish water quality objectives to ensure
protecton of the designated uses. See Water Code Sections 13050(j), 13170,
13240 et seq.
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0

Section

307(a)(l)

of the Clean Water Act11

have been published
discharge

or presence

expected
water

to interfere

body.

Section

criteria

with the designated

this section

1317(a)(l)
to require

for toxic pollutants

In order to comply with
Board

is considering

objectives
Plans

304(a)l2

promulgating

for toxic pollutants.

for the Inland

Surface

uses of the

and 1314(a).

The EPA

statewide

Draft Water

Plan) have been prepared,

the State

quality

Quality

of California

Bays and Estuaries

and discussed

water

adopt

4, 1990.13

303(c)(2)(B),

of California

comment,

be

beneficial

Bays and Estuaries

public

can reasonably

by February

(Draft

if the

that the states

Section

Waters

criteria

of the Act,

of the toxic pollutant

See id. Sections

has interpreted
numeric

under

for which

Control

and Enclosed

Inland Plan and Draft

at two public

circulated
hearings.

for
The State

11 Section 307(a)(l) requires EPA to publish and revise, if appropriate,a
list of toxic pollutants. This list is codified in 40 CFR Section 401.15.
The Section 307(a)(l) list contains 65 compounds and families of compounds.
EPA has interpreted the list to include 126 "priority" toxic pollutants.
In general, references to the Section 307(a)(l) list encompass the 126
priority toxic pollutants.
12 Section 304(a) directs EPA to publish water quality criteria,
reflecting the latest scientific knowledge on the kind and extent of all
identifiable effects on health and welfare, on the concentrationand
dispersal of pollutants through various processes, and on the effects of
pollutants on biological community diversity, productivity,and stability.
13 See, e.g., 55 Federal Register 14350-14356 (April 17, 1990).
February 4, 1990, is three years after the date of adoption of Section
303(c)(2)(B). Section 303(c)(l), 33 U.S.C. Section 1313(c)(l), requires
the States to review water quality standards at least once every three
years. EPA guidance, dated December 12, 1988, on implementationof Section
303(c)(2)(B) states that EPA expects the States to comply with the
requirements of Section 303(c)(2)(B)in any triennial review of the water
quality standards initiated after enactment of the Water Quality Act of
1987 (February 4, 1987). February 4, 1990, reflects the latest date by
which all of the States would have to conduct a triennial review after
enactment of the Water Quality Act of 1987.
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\

Board

anticipates

December

taking

Section

The Water
the

plans

in

1990.
2.

to

final action on the draft

Clean Water

304(l)

Quality
Act.14

Act of 1987 also added
See id. Section

14

1314(l).

Section

304(l)

This

Section 304(l) provides, in part:
"(1) State List of Navigable Waters and Development of Strategies. -Not later than 2 years after the date of the enactment of this subsection,
each State shall submit to the Administrator for review, approval, and
implementation under this subsection -(A) a list of those waters within the State which after the
application of effluent limitations required under section 301(b)(Z) of
this Act cannot reasonably be anticipated to attain or maintain (i) water
quality standards for such waters reviewed, revised, or adopted in
accordance with section 303(c)(Z)(B), due to toxic pollutants, or (ii) that
water quality which shall assure protection of public health, public water
supplies, agricultural and industrial uses, and the protection and
propagation of a balanced population of shellfish, fish and wildlife, and
allow recreational activities in and on the water;
(B) a list of all navigable waters in such State for which the State
does not expect the applicable standard under section 303 of this Act will
be achieved after the requirements of sections 301(b), 306, and 307(b) are
met, due entirely or substantially to discharges from point sources of any
toxic pollutants listed pursuant to section 307(a);
(C) for each segment of the navigable waters included on such lists, a
determination of the specific point sources discharging any such toxic
pollutant which is believed to be preventing or impairing such water
quality and the amount of each such toxic pollutant discharged by each such
source; and
(D) for each such segment, an individual control strategy which the
State determines will produce a reduction in the discharge of toxic
pollutants from point sources identified by the State under this paragraph
through the establishment of effluent limitations under section 402 of this
Act and water quality standards under section 303(c)(Z)(B) of this Act,
which reduction is sufficient, in combination with existing controls on
point and nonpoint sources of pollution, to achieve the applicable water
quality standard as soon as possible, but not later than 3 years after the
date of the establishment of such strategy.
(2) Approval or Disapproval. -- Not later than 120 days after the last
day of the Z-year period referred to in paragraph (l), the Administrator
shall approve or disapprove the control strategies submitted under
paragraph (1) by any State.
(3) Administrator's Action. -- If a State fails to submit control
strategies in accordance with paragraph (1) or the Administrator does not
approve the control strategies submitted by such State in accordance with
paragraph (1). then, not later than 1 year after the last day of the period
referred to in paragraph (2), the Administrator, in cooperation with such
State and after notice and opportunity for public comment, shall implement
the requirements of paragraph (1) in such State."
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section
I

.

requires

including

waterbodies,
applicable
to point

the states

water

Section
point

304(l)

sources

discharges

and amounts

individual

Id. Section

1314(1)(1)(C)

these

waters

of pollutants

identify

causing

strategies

as the

certain

a toxic

impact,

for each point

The deadline

(D).

tasks was February

Id. Section

on this list, known

the state must

and

do not meet

or substantially

pollutants.

identified

control

which

d?xe entirely

of toxic

"short list",

and develop

with

standards

For waters

1314(1)(l)(B).

lists of impaired

a list of surface

quality

source15

to adopt

source.

for compliance

See id. Section

4, 1989.

1314(1)(l).
Section
strategy

must produce

the identified
effluent

under

1314(l)(l)(D),
sufficient,

quality

point

limitations

standards

nonpoint

304(l) provides
a reduction
sources
under

Section

that the individual
in the discharge

through

Section

1342, 1313(c)(2)(B).

in combination

sources
standard

of the Act.
The reduction

with existing

of pollution,

to achieve

not later than three

of toxics

the establishment

402l6 and water

303(c)(2)(B)

control

controls

of

quality
See id.
must

be

on point

the applicable

years

from

and

water

after the date

of

15 The term "point source" means "any discernible, confined and discrete
conveyance, including but not limited to any pipe, ditch, channel, tunnel,
conduit, well, discrete fissure, container, rolling stock, concentrated
animal feeding operation, or vessel or other floating craft, from which
pollutants are or may be discharged." Clean Water Act, Section 502(14);
accord, 40 CFR Section 122.2.
16 In general, NPDES permits issued pursuant to Section 402 of the Clean
Water Act must ensure compliance with any applicable technology-based
effluent limitations and standards promulgated under Section 301 of the Act
or established on a case-by-casebasis and with any more stringent effluent
limits, including those necessary to meet water quality standards under
state or federal law. 33 U.S.C. Section 1342.
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0

establishment of the strategy.

Id.

The EPA has interpreted the

term "individual control strategy" to mean "a final NPDES permit

0

with supporting documentation showing that effluent limits are
consistent with an approved wasteload allocation, or other
documentation which shows that applicable water quality standards
will be met not later than three years after the individual
control strategy is established".

54 Federal Register 23868,

23896 (1989) [to be codified at 40 CFR Section 123.46(c)].
On February 3, 1989, the State Board transmitted to the
EPA its lists of impaired waterbodies.

South Bay was included on

the short list for violation of the narrative receiving water
objective included in the Basin Plan for toxicity.
Plan at 111-3.

See Basin

Specifically, South Bay was listed due to water

quality impacts associated with seven pollutants:

cadmium,

copper, lead, mercury, nickel, selenium, and silver.
San Jose/Santa Clara, Palo Alto, and Sunnyvale were identified as
contributing point sources.

On the same date, the Regional Board

transmitted the NPDES permits for the three dischargers to EPA as
individual control strategies.
On June 5, '1989, EPA approved the State Board's
inclusion of South Bay on the short list and the identification
of the three South Bay dischargers as contributing point
sources.17 In addition, EPA conditionally approved the reissued
NPDES permits as individual control strategies.

The conditions

required the state to adopt numerical water quality objectives

17 See 54 Federal Register 24748 (June 9, 1989).
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,a

for the seven metals for the South Bay by February 4, 1990, and
to modify the NPDES permit effluent limitations accordingly.

0

The state did not meet the February 4, 1990, deadline
Car the adoption of n~~z-ical objectives for the South Bay.

Because of this, in June 1990, EPA and the Regional Board issued
a joint public notice stating that EPA must, in cooperation with
the state, modify the NPDES permits to establish numerical limits
for the seven constituents.

The proposed revisions would revise

the default provision in the existing permits which specifies
that the Table IV-1 toxic pollutant effluent limits will become
effective on December 21, 1991, unless the Regional Board has
already established site-specific limits.

Rather than imposing

the Table IV-1 effluent limits, the revised draft permits provide
for the default imposition of effluent limits based upon current
EPA criteria.
two values:
assure

(1) the EPA freshwater

that the EPA saltwater

estuarine
revised

salinities.

draft
D.

South

The proposed,limits would be the more stringent

criteria

No action

and

(2) a limit to

are met after

has been taken

dilution

to

to date on the

permits.
Regional

Board Actions

Subsequent

to Adoption

of

Bay Permits
As provided

Orders

criteria,

of

Nos.

in the permits,

the Regional

Board

amended

88-175, 88-176, and 89-012 on February 21, 1990, to

include performance-based limits for toxic pollutants.
Orders Nos. 90-034, 90-035, and 90-033, respectively.
1990, the permits

were again amended,

by Orders

Nos.

See
On May 16,

90-069, 90-

70, and 90-068, respectivelyr to add a provision reguiring
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the dischargers to implement additional source control measures
over metals
program

entering

the treatment

improvements

and Desist

including

and a pilot waste minimization

The Regional
to Cease

plants,

Board has also adopted

Order No. 89-013.

pretreatment
program.

several

On August

amendments

16, 1989, the

Regional Board adopted Order No. 89-140, amending Order No. 89013 to extend the date for submission of a mitigation proposal
from September 1 to December 1, 1989.

13, 1989, the

On December

Regional Board amended Order No. 89-013, by extending the
December 1, 1989, date to 30 days after the State Board takes
final action on these petitions.

See Order No. 89-188.

On

April 18, 1990, the order was again amended to change the acreage
required for wetland mitigation from 240 acres to 275 acres of
saltmarsh.

See Order No. 90-054.

II.

CONTENTIONS

The petitions
question
grant
Alto

raise three main issues.

the propriety

conditional

AND FINDINGS

of:

Basin

(1) the Regional

Plan exceptions

and to deny an exception

The petitions

Board's

to Sunnyvale

for San Jose/Santa

decision
and Palo

Clara;

(2) the

manner in which the permits regulate toxic pollutants; and
(3) the Regional
loss of saltmarsh

Board's

actions

habitat.

each of these issues,

regarding

The following

as well as related

mitigation
discussion

for the
addresses

issues.lS

18 All additional issues raised by petitionersare dismissed for failure
to raise substantialissues appropriatefor review. 23 CCR Section
2052(a)(l).
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to

A.

Basin Plan Exceptions

Contentions:

CBE et al. contend that the Regional

Board erred in conditionally granting exceptions to Sunnyvale and
Palo Alto and in finding that an exception could be granted to
San Jose/Santa Clara if the discharger implemented appropriate
measures to mitigate for the loss of saltmarsh habitat.

CBE et

al. maintain that the South Bay dischargers failed to meet their
burden of demonstrating that a net environmental benefit results
from their discharges.

To support their contentions, petitioners

cite the impacts of discharging toxic pollutants and, with
respect to San Jose/Santa Clara, the loss of endangered species
habitat.
Petitioners, San Jose/Santa Clara, on the other hand,
argue that the record supports a finding that there is a net
improvement in water quality as a result of their discharge.
They contend that beneficial impacts outweigh adverse impacts for
all beneficial uses, except endangered species habitat, and that
the Authority's five-year study correctly concluded, by applying
a weighting factor, that the overall net impact of their
discharge on beneficial uses is positive.
Findings:

We agree with petitioners, CBE et al., that

the South Bay dischargers have failed to demonstrate that an
exception to the Basin Plan prohibition against discharges to the

-25-

/

South Bay based on net environmental benefit is appropriate.
0

Our

review of the record indicates that beneficial uses in the South
Bay are threatened or have been impaired due to elevated
concentrations and loadings of metals, as well as by the
conversion of salt marsh to freshwater marsh.

Further, we do not

believe that additional studies to demonstrate net environmental
benefit would be productive or are warranted.

Rather, we

conclude that a Basin Plan exception to the applicable
prohibitions could be granted to the South Bay dischargers on the
basis of "equivalent protection" if certain conditions are met.
These conditions are explained later in this Order.
Additionally, we strongly encourage the South Bay dischargers to
vigorously pursue reclamation, as an additional means of
obtaining an exception to the Basin Plan prohibitions.
1.

Review of Record

The Regional Board included findings in all three NPDES
permits for the South Bay dischargers that Basin Plan exceptions
could be considered "where the discharger can demonstrate net
environmental benefit and water quality enhancement, both
measured as a result of the existing discharge and as compared to
,the discharge area in the absence of the discharge".
88-175, 88-176, and 89-012, Finding 8.

Orders Nos.

This interpretation

harmonized the exception criteria in the Bays and Estuaries
Policy with that in the Basin Plan.
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For purposes of this Order,

we conclude

that a showing

constitutes

a showing

ensure

reasonable

the receiving

waters.

discharges

of existing

See Water

Code Sections

and the Regional

analyzing

the impacts

to the Regional

impact

employed

Technical

uses28

Final
Using

Ch. 6.

discharges
impacts
potential

to the South Bay

beneficial
13263,

different

Bay dischargers

Report

submitted

at the culmination

weighting

factors

uses of

13241.

processes

The
in

on the

of the five-year

Technical

Report

have a net benefit
to salt marsh

short-term

treatment

water

on beneficial
(December

on beneficial
conversion,

quality

plant upsets.

study,

to each of the eleven
the net

uses.

See

1981 - November

this methodo,logy, the Authority

related

by the Authority

of the South Bay in order to assess

of the South Bay discharges

generally

major

Board

of the South

Board,

numerical

beneficial

also

uses of the South Bay.
The Final

assigned

of wastewater

protection

Authority

beneficial

benefit

of enhancement.l9

At a minimum,
must

of net environmental

concluded

uses,

that the

despite

avian botulism,

and biological

1986),

effects

adverse
and
of

Id. at 6-6.

19 We also note that this Board intends to make revisions to the Policy in
the near future. At that time, the prohibition language of the Basin Plan
and the Policy will be fully harmonized.
20 The beneficial uses of the South Bay and contiguous water bodies are
water contact recreation,non-contact water recreation,wildlife habitat,
preservation of rare and endangered species, estuarine habitat, fish
migration, fish spawning, industrial service and process supply, shellfish
harvesting, navigation, 8nd commercial and sport fishing.
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n

The Regional

Board used a qualitative,

quantitative,

approach

environmental

benefit.

1988,

from Stephen

to Steven
Regional
water

Regional
oxygen
Order

determine

issues

avian

botulism,
With

and sport
discharge,
impact

nutrient
were

four water quality
coliform

See id.

estuarine

to

of the

issues,

ultimate

concentrations,

have a positive
habitat,

and

species,

Finding

marsh

13.

on the remaining
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caused

Board
impact

on

and commercial

were outweighed

to freshwater

Memo; Order No. 89-012,

the Regional

For the San Jose/Santa

impacts

on rare and endangered
habitat

uses,

Bay discharges

these positive

Bay discharges

however,

Bay, and these

The impacts

to beneficial

recreation,

fishing.

13, Order

found to be neutral.

respect

water

See id.;

on heavy metal

in the South

See id.

loadings,

that the South

of salt marsh

South

toxicity

on the remaining

demand,

non-contact

of the discharges

unresolved.

dissolved

Finding

The data was insufficient,

The

The

in the South Bay.

12, Order No. 88-176,

and chronic

oxygen

concluded

14.

the effects

remained

discharges

flushing

o

on seven

uses.
enhance

1,

Specialists,

Memo).

of the discharge

that the discharges

Finding

Finding

concentrations

December

(Internal

and the eleven beneficial

and improve

No. 88-175,

Officer

the effects

concluded

levels

No. 89-012,

Executive

issues

Board

dated

Hill and Lynn Suer, Environmental

examined

quality

the issue of net

See Internal Memo,

R. Ritchie,
Board

in assessing

.rather than a

Clara
by the adverse

by the conversion

habitat.

The impacts
beneficial

See Internal

of the three
uses were

found

P.

I
I:,

I

u

I,

”

to be neutral
to further

provided

assess

the accumulation
and Sunnyvale
Regional

the impacts

Board,

benefit

San Jose/Santa

to control

upon implementation

the finding

We agree with the Regional
Bay discharges

South

Bay, raising

Based

upon our review

conclusions
issues

with

avian

differ

with

beneficial
For these

Board

benefit

botulism,

Board's

Clara.Plant

we reach

quality

we

impacts

on

and heavy metals.

of the

on rare and endangered
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different

nutrient

regarding

the impacts

the water quality

into the

In addition,

that the South Bay dischargers

to or enhance

that the

of bay waters.

to avian botulism

provide

programs.

waters

including

findings

that their discharges

for the

of the other water

Board,

and considering

and Palo

conclusion

however,

and heavy metals.

uses, with respect

concludes

demonstrate

to_several

by the Regional

reasons

of net

to the other

levels

The

to implement

oxygenated

oxygen

of the record,

the Regional

San Jose/Santa

highly

the dissolved

respect

addressed

loading,

introduce

Clara

of the required

committed

Board's

and

botulism.

could be made

in addition

measuresl

South

avian

that a finding

Clara if the discharger

mitigation

on toxicity

could be made for the Sunnyvale

In addition,

programs

and that San Jose/Santa

concluded

conditioned

Alto discharges,
programs.

programs

therefore,

implemented

of the discharges

of heavy metals

continued

environmental

wetland

that the dischargers

species,

have

failed

the
to

a net environmental

of the South Bay.

a.

Nutrient Loading

!

The nutrients of primary concern in the South Bay
discharges include phosphorus compounds and nitrogen
constituents, such as ammonia, nitrite, and nitrate.

See

generally Final Technical Report, pp. 3-44 through 3-46,
through 5-33;

5-32

Staff Report, Division of Water Quality, State

Water Resources Control Board, on the South Bay petitions (Staff
Report), PP. III-7 through 111-8; Internal Memo at 5-6.

The

discharge of these substances has the potential to accelerate
eutrophic conditions, that is, to stimulate the production of
algae.

Eutrophication can result in a lowering of dissolved

oxygen levels in the water column, as algae die and decompose.
Eutrophic waters are generally aesthetically unpleasing and
adversely impact the habitat of a variety of aquatic species.
The Regional Board found, based upon modeling results,
that the concentrations of nitrate and phosphorus in the South
Bay discharges and in the South Bay itself are sufficient for
eutrophication to occur.

Internal Memo at 6.

The Regional Board

determined, however, that the discharge of nutrients does not
apparently contribute to eutrophic conditions because light
extinction, resulting from the relatively high turbidities in the
shallow South Bay, limits excessive algal growth.

Id.

The California Department of Fish and Game
(Department), on the other hand, concluded that the dynamics
between nutrient loadings, algal growth, dissolved oxygen, and pH
were not adequately addressed in the five-year study.
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See

0

dated

memorandum,
Regional
record

Board

South

29, 1988, from the Department

(Dept. Memo).

indicates

the impacts

January

Our review

We concur.

that there is insufficient

of nulxient

loadings

0

of the

evidence

on the beneficial

to the

to assess

uses of the

Bay.
The five-year

a study of the effect
of the red algae,
through

by the Authority

of South Bay effluents

study compared

Bay to the magnitude

controlling

loading

did not address

nutrient

nutrient

by the algae.

uptake

Report,

pp. 3-44

nutrient
blooms

rate

levels
and

"do not have a

on these blooms".

influence

ambient

of Polysiphonia

that the South Bay discharges

concluded

included

on the growth

Final Technical

Polysiohonia.

The latter

3-46.

in the South

study conducted

Id. at 3-46.

The study

by the South Bay dischargers

The study results

or

are, therefore,

inconclusive.

0

Researchers
have

studied

studies
enriched,

phytoplankton

indicate

invertebrates,

growth

biomass

States

Geological

in the South Bay.21

Survey
These

the South Bay is nutrientis usually

rates and the biomass

including

in comparison

density

that, although

phytoplankton

phytoplankton

high

from the United

suspension-feeding

to those of northern

low.

Both

of benthic
bivalve

mollusks,

San Francisco

Bay.

are
The

21 See Cloern, Cole, Wang, & Alpine, "Temporal Dynamics of Estuarine
Phytoplankton: A Case Study of San Francisco Bay", Hydrobiolonia 129:153176 (1985); Cloern, 'Does the Benthos Control PhytoplanktonBiomass in
South San Francisco Bay?", Mar. Ecol. Prog. Ser. 9:191-202 (1982) [Cloern
(1982)J.
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studies

suggest

that the phytoplankton

benthic

grazing.

According

biomass

is controlled

by

to one of the studies:

"Although circumstantial
in nature, available
evidence is consistent with the hypothesis
that benthos control phytoplankton
biomass in
South San Francisco Bay.
If this is true,
then the South Bay behaves like a large
aquaculture system (citation omitted) where
sewage-derived
wastes are converted to algal
biomass and then molluscan biomass.
The
stability of this ecosystem is unknown, and it
is important to recognize the potential for
algal blooms in South Bay if the benthic
community is selectively perturbed.U22
Evidence
conclusion

discharges

the evidence

this

and benthic
increased
b.

Study

water,

botulism

The overall

bacterium,

suggest

of both
impacts

Final Technical

prerequisites

warm temperatures,

oxygen

birds which

of

Report,

Memo at 6-7; Dept.

for the development
shallow

and the Regional

has been prevalent

Cloern (1982) at 200.
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Botulism

pp. 3-31
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levels, and high nutrients.

the Service,

have

Clostridium
Bay Avian

at 111-8; Internal

Major

that the disease

affecting

South San Francisco

Study);

include

low dissolved

indicated
22

of the anaerobic

Att. A, pp. 8-9.

by the Department,

does

the productivity

is a disease

See generally

botulism

that the South Bay

are unclear.

3-35; Staff Report

of avian

Bay is light

the evidence

in the bay.

the

Botulism

(Avian Botulism

through
Memo,

organisms

Avian

the toxin

botulinum.

does not indicate

enhance

productivity

Avian
ingested

loadings

does not support

in the South

have cailsed algal blooms,

that high nutrient
algae

therefore,

that algal productivity
While

limited.

in the record,

Board

Studies
have

in the Artesian

Slough area, which receives a constant supply of treated
wastewater from the San Jose/Santa Clara Plant.
The five-year study concluded that conditions in
Artesian Slough, Coyote Creek, Guadalupe Slough, Alviso Slough,
and the oxidation ponds at the Sunnyvale Plant are suitable for
outbreaks of avian botulism.

Avian Botulism Study at 78.

The

study recommended increased monitoring and corrective measures to
limit the magnitude of outbreaks of the disease.

Id. at 78-81.

Suggested actions included frequent, seasonal collection of sick
and dead birds in the affected areas.

The Regional Board

concluded that these measures were adequate to mitigate the
impacts of avian botulism.
The exact mechanisms for the outbreak and transmission
of avian botulism are unclear although the discharge of
wastewater into the South Bay must be considered a contributing
factor.

The discharges raise the temperature and reduce the

salinity of the receiving waters, fostering conditions which are
conducive to avian botulism, that is, warm, shallow, nutrientenriched freshwater in an area that supports significant numbers
of waterfowl.

If the discharges were discontinued, it is likely

that the incidence of avian botulism would be reduced.

Because

the discharge of wastewater contributes to the outbreaks of the
disease, we conclude that the discharge of wastewater into the
South Bay has an adverse impact on the beneficial uses of
wildlife and estuarine habitat as a result.
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C.

0

(1)

Heavy Metals
Water Column, Effluent, and Sediment

Concentrations
The five-year study included quarterly sampling and
analysis of the water column, sediments, and shrimp tissues for
heavy metal concentrations at four locations in the South Bay.
Final Technical Report, pp. 2-73 through 2-85.

See generally

id.; Final Monitoring Report and Appendices; Internal Memo at 713; Final Staff Report, pp. III-8 through 111-9, IV-15 through IV41; Dept. Memo, Att. A, p. 4.

Two of the sampling sites were

located in sloughs, one in Coyote Creek near the San Jose/Santa
Clara Plant and one in Guadalupe Slough near the Sunnyvale Plant.
The two remaining locations were open water sites in the South
Bay.

0

The Regional Board reviewed the results of this effort
and of a review conducted by the San Francisco Bay-Delta Aquatic
Habitat Institute and concluded that the impacts of heavy metals
loadings on the wat'er quality of the South Bay were unresolved.
The Regional Board determined that the data was inadequate to
assess the impact of heavy metals on aquatic life and that the
relative contribution of metals from nonpoint sources had not
been adequately characterized.
We agree with the Regional Board that the relative
contribution of heavy metals from nonpoint sources to the South
Bay has not been definitively established.

Nevertheless, based

upon our review of the record, we conclude that discharges of
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heavy metals

from the South Bay treatment

significantly
of aquatic
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study
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The Regional

monitoring

quality

and the data may,

In addition,

Bay treatment

studies

Bay and one at the Dumbarton

than that generated

average

water

limits

that annual

from the South
contained

in

.___-___

Table IV-l of the Basin Plan, which are applicable to shallow bay
waters other than the South Bay, at all of the plants.

Evidence

in the record indicates that the annual average concentration of
lead and nickel in effluent from the San Jose/Santa Clara Plant
exceeded the Table IV-l limits every year for a seven-year period
from 1981 to 1987.

The copper limit was exceeded from 1982

through 1984, and the limit for zinc was exceeded in 1985.

The

Sunnyvale Plant also discharged nickel at concentrations above
the Table IV-1 effluent limit every year.

Copper and lead

discharges were above the effluent limits in five and four of the
seven years, respectively.

The annual average silver

concentration was slightly above the Table IV-1 limit in 1987.
The Palo Alto Plant discharged copper, nickel, and lead at levels
greater than Table IV-1 limits in all seven years.

Silver was

twice as high as the effluent limit in six of the seven years.
Zinc and chromium exceedances were also evident.
The present performance of the three South Bay
treatment plants can be surmised by comparing the interim,
performance-based effluent limits included in the revised permits
adopted by the Regional Board in February 1990 to the effluent
limits contained in Table IV-l of the Basin Plan.

The Regional

Board determined current performance based on the results of
weekly sampling from April through October 1989.

The performance-

based limits were calculated as the 95 percentile of the sample
distribution.

The performance-based limits in the Sunnyvale

permit were higher than the Table IV-l limits for copper, lead,
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mercury, nickel, silver, and zinc; in the San Jose/Santa Clara
permit for nickel, silver, and zinc; and in the Palo Alto permit
for cadmium, copper, lead, nickel, silver, and zinc.

All of the

treatment plants could meet the EPA saltwater criteria for
selenium.

None of the plants could meet the EPA saltwater

criteria for copper.
The low solubility of most metals and their tendency to
adsorb to particles and settle out in the sediments result in
sediment enrichment.

Metals concentrations in sediments are

reviewed below.
Results of the five-year study revealed that annual
mean copper concentrations in the sediments at the four sites
ranged from 17 to 39 parts per million (ppm), with no significant
difference in concentration among the stations.

These

concentrations are typical of the rest of San Francisco Bay and
other west coast bays.

Copper concentrations in the sediment at

all four stations generally increased over the last four years of
the Authority's study.

Other studies have noted localized

elevated levels of copper, 5 to .27 times higher than background,
in sediments near the Palo Alto Plant.

One study noted that

concentrations in the sediment declined with distance from the
Palo Alto Plant's outfall.
Silver enrichment of South Bay sediments showed a
similar pattern.
sediments

range

concentrations

Background silver concentrations in coastal
from 0.1 to 0.5 ppm, dry weight.

Annual mean

of silver in sediment samples from the four
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stations included in the five-year study ranged from less than
detection, or 0.1,

to 1.3 ppm, dry weight.

These data suggest

slight enrichment when compared to background levels.

High

levels of silver, ranging from 2.5 to 4 ppm, dry weight, in
sediments have been measured off the Palo Alto outfall.

Like the

copper concentrations, levels of silver at this location declined
with distance from the outfall.

High values of zinc have also

been documented off the Palo Alto outfall.

The high values have

been associated with the Palo Alto Plant and San Francisquito
Creek.
The quarterly sediment sampling conducted during the
five-year study also revealed elevated levels of mercury during
the first two years of the study.

These high values were not

associated with elevated effluent concentrations.

These data

indicate that South Bay sediments are high in mercury when
compared to the rest of San Francisco Bay or other west coast
bays.

Sediment enrichment by chromium, cadmium, and nickel was

not evident.
Lead enrichment of sediment is common in nearshore
locations, such as harbors and creeks throughout San Francisco
Bay.

Particularly high levels have been detected in Guadalupe

Slough in the past.

Levels detected during the five-year study,

however, were typical of bay-wide values, which are only slightly
elevated above background.
Values of zinc in sediment collected during the fiveyear study were similar to the bay-wide average.
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However,

localized

enrichment

off the Palo Alto outfall

has been

documented.
sedinent

In summary,
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conducted
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strongly
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design,
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(2)
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is

and water

to analyze

CBE et al., compared
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levels of

Clara and Sunnyvale

in the South Bay has adversely
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conducted
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of more

was
were
to

to one USGS

that the population

the elimination

any

estuaries

and zinc concentrations

of silver and copper.

through

are

1975 near the Palo Alto Plant.

of 37 European

population

is

and clams

Bay treatment

limit,

in the Baltic

is an indication

affected

Bay sediments

for the protection

IV-1 effluent

at very high levels,

this

Sound may

concentrations

from the South

in the Macoma

in surveys

high concentrations

is

does concur,

in South Bay mussels

by USGS since

The Macoma

We

has been detected

of South

the EPA criterion

of pollutant

also detected

which

We note that copper

of copper

reported

by a variety

enrichment

concentrations

have been measured

for Puget

The Board

enrichment

life and the Table
Metal

for a chemical

AETs developed

discharged

exceed

an AET

Bay.

concern.

copper

the tissue

that the AETs developed

has been

sensitive

individuals.

In addition, genetic differences have been detected

in this population.

One study found increased partitioning of

metals in the low molecular weight fraction of clams off the Palo
Alto Plant.

This is an indication of metals-induced stress.

Research conducted by USGS has found fairly consistent agreement
in the long-term trends of copper and silver concentrations in
the sediments, the clam population and effluent from the Palo
Alto Plant.
Data from the State Mussel Watch Program has revealed
elevated levels of silver in both transplanted and resident
mussels in the South Bay.

Elevated levels of silver are not

limited to the Palo Alto site.

Ambient silver concentrations in

South Bay waters infrequently exceed the EPA criterion for the
protection of aquatic life.

Only the Palo Alto Plant routinely

exceeds the Table IV-1 effluent limits for silver.
Consistently elevated levels of mercury in mussels have
also been documented in the South Bay.

Mercury levels in fish

from the Coyote Creek watershed have consistently exceeded
standards for the protection of human health.

Fish from the

South Bay have not been analyzed for mercury contamination.
Mercury has been detected in the livers of the South Bay diving
ducks, scaup and surf scoter, at levels that reduced reproductive
success and altered behavior in other waterfowl, although there
is no evidence of reproductive impairment in South Bay waterfowl.
Ambient concentrations of mercury frequently exceed the EPA
criterion.
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Cadmium levels in South Bay mussels are consistently
Elevated concentrations occur throughout San Francisco

elevated.
Bay.

Additionally, the ambient cadmium concentration of South

Bay waters during 1984, a high runoff year, may be associated
with the high incidence of shell necrosis in the commercial bay
shrimp, Cranqon franciscorum.
Sampling of selenium levels in sediment and shellfish
in the South Bay has been limited.
the five-year study.

Selenium was not analyzed in

Results from the few sampling efforts which

have been conducted have revealed levels of selenium, exceeding
the DHS health advisory, in mollusc tissues.

Selenium has been

measured in the livers of scaup and scoter at concentrations
associated with embryonic abnormalities and-mortalities in other
species.

Adverse biological impacts have not been observed,

however, in South Bay diving ducks.
There is no evidence of elevated nickel levels in
sediments, and only limited biological sampling has been
conducted.

One State Mussel Watch sample of South Bay mussels

had higher nickel concentrations than other San Francisco Bay
stations.

Nickel concentrations in ambient water and effluent

from all three South Bay treatment plants consistently exceeded
the EPA criterion and the Table IV-1 effluent limit.
Elevated concentrations of lead in tissue have not been
evident.

Lead exceedances of the EPA criterion in ambient water

occurred in frpm 20 to 40 percent of the samples taken during the
five-year study.

Effluent from the San Jose/Santa Clara and Palo
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have
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Specifically,
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discharges
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and that the discharge

In addition,
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Board's
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Basin
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Conclusion

Board
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In addition,

habitat,
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silver,
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The evidence
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to affect

the Board

of EPA criteria
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exceedances

detail

or threatens

In particular,

exceedances

that the discharge

Clara

or
uses.

Plant

has a substantial adverse impact on rare and endangered species.
Therefore, exceptions to the discharge prohibitions in the Basin
Plan on the basis of net environmental benefit are not
appropriate at this time,

In addition to concluding that the

present data base does not support a Basin Plan exception on the
basis of net environmental benefit, we are dubious that any
additional studies can show that an exemption on this ground is
appropriate.
We note, however, that there seems to be general
agreement among the parties to this proceeding that relocation of
the discharges to a site north of the Dumbarton Bridge may not be
the most economically or environmentally sound solution to the
problems associated with the South Bay discharges.

We also note

that the Basin Plan authorizes exceptions to the applicable
discharge prohibitions for reclamation projects and that a
concerted effort to reclaim wastewater on the part of the South
Bay dischargers might significantly reduce future discharges to
the bay.

The Regional Board has encouraged the Authority to

explore the feasibility of reclamation in the past.

We strongly

encourage the Authority to pursue this alternative and are
prepared to support the Authority as needed to develop and
implement reclamation projects.23

23 Such support would include appropriate use of this Board's waste and
unreasonable use power to develop markets for reclaimed water. See
California.Constitution,Article X, Section 2; Water Code Sections 275,
13550.
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the Basin

Plan authorizes

prohibitions

on the ground

that an.inordinate burden would be placed on the discharger
relative to beneficial uses protected and an equivalent level of
environmental protection can be achieved by alternate means,
i.e., I-.:eans
other than relocating the discharges to a point north
of the Dumbarton Bridge.

If the South Bay dischargers were, in

fact, discharging wastewater north of the Dumbarton Bridge, they
would be required to comply with the toxic pollutant objectives
and effluent limitations contained in Tables III-2A and IV-l of
the current Basin Plan.
In order to demonstrate that discharges to the South
Bay provide environmental protection equivalent to discharges
north of the Dumbarton Bridge, the State Board, therefore,
concludes that the NPDES permits for the South Bay dischargers
must include water quality-based effluent limits for toxic
pollutants.

These limits are discussed further in Section

II.B.3, infra, of this Order.

Water quality-based effluent

limits are necessary in order to provide protection equivalent to
that provided by discharges north of the Dumbarton Bridge, as
well as to ensure reasonable protection of the existing
beneficial uses of the South Bay.

See Water Code Sections 13241,

13263, and 13377.
In addition, in order to address avian botulism, the
South Bay dischargers must, as required by the Regional Board,
continue their efforts to control this disease.

Finally, the

dischargers must ensure that the beneficial uses of preservation
of rare and endangered species is protected.
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In particular, as

discussed in Section III of this Order, San Jose/Santa Clara must
undertake appropriate measures to mitigate the effects of their
discharge on this beneficial use.
B.

Regulation of Toxic Pollutants

The petitions raise issues regarding the propriety of
the Regional Board's approach to the development of water quality
objectives for toxic pollutants for the South Bay and of the
effluent and mass emission limitations for toxics included in the
South Bay permits.
Petitioners' contentions are addressed in the following
discussion.

We note that some of the issues have become moot as

a result of intervening events.
1.

Water Quality Objectives

Contention:

One of the principal contentions raised by

petitioners, CBE et al., is that numeric, water quality-based
objectives for toxic pollutants must be adopted for the South Bay
in order to protect aquatic life, wildlife habitat, and human
health in the South Bay and to comply with applicable state and
federal law.

Petitioners request that the State Board order the

Regional Board to amend its Basin Plan to adopt objectives for
toxic pollutants, based upon the toxic materials objectives
contained in the State Board's Water Quality Control Plan, Ocean
Waters of California (1988) (Ocean Plan), for the South Bay.
Petitioners further request that the State Board implement these
objectives through a waste load allocation and appropriate
effluent limits in the three South Bay NPDES permits.
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CBE et al.

contend that the effluent limitations should be calculated with
no factor for dilution.
The Regional Board agrees that water quality-based
objectives are needed for the South Bay.

However, the Regional

Board has taken the position that the water quality objectives in
Table III-2A of the Basin Plan are not appropriate for the South
Bay and that the process specified in the Basin Plan for the
development of site-specific objectives for this area is the most
expedient and rational approach to toxics control.
Findinq:

We conclude that the rationale for exempting

the South Bay from the objectives contained in Table III-2A of
the Basin Plan is invalid.

In addition, we conclude that

numeric, water quality-based objectives are required for the
South Bay.

Further, while the Board supports the current process

for development of site-specific objectives for this area, the
Board concludes that water quality-based objectives are needed
for the interim period until site-specific objectives are
developed.

We reach these conclusions after examining the

rationale for the Basin Plan exclusion for the South Bay and
reviewing the applicable legal requirements for the development
of water quality objectives for toxics.
a.

Rationale for Exclusion

Two rationale were given for not imposing numeric
objectives on the South Bay until site-specific objectives could
be adopted:
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"First, its unique hydrodynamic environment
dramatically
affects the environmental
fate of
Second, potentially costly
pollutants.
nonpoint source pollution control measures
must be implemented to attain any objectives
for this area." Basin Plan at 111-5.
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that, even

plants

are the

sources.

included

from both point and nonpoint

copper,

is

they assert

the treatment

South

an estimate

sources.

estimates

of

CBE et al.

of urban

runoff.

The Regional Board-determined that neither the

Authority's nor CBE et al. 's estimates were conclusive and that,
in addition, the issue of bioavailability of metals from the two
sources was unresolved.

We concur with the Regional Board.

generally Staff Report, pp. IV-34 through IV-36.

See

More data are

needed to estimate loadings from urban runoff and their impact on
biota.

To address these issues, the Regional Board has required

the evaluation of nonpoint source pollution south of Dumbarton
Bridge by Santa Clara County.

In response, the county has now

completed a draft report, entitled "Santa Clara Valley Nonpoint
Source Study".
The draft report estimates that, on an average basis,
the South Bay discharges account for roughly 40 percent of the
total loading of copper, lead, nickel and zinc, and 20 percent of
the total loading of chromium.
nonpoint sources.

The remaining loadings come from

CBE et al. have criticized the draft report on

the grounds that pollutant concentrations measured in a dry year
were used to estimate loads in normal and wet years.
al. 's criticism is valid.

CBE et

At a minimum, the report should

estimate and report the error involved in making the assumption
that pollutant concentrations vary little over wide ranges of
flow conditions.

Nevertheless, the report is important because

it indicates that both point and nonpoint discharges are
important sources of metals to the South Bay, and neither can be
ignored.
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the requirements,
objectives

for toxic

-,

pollutants, which were applicable to the State and Regional
Boards in 1986, when the Basin Plan amendments were adopted. The

0 .j

Board will then discuss later developments in the law.
State law governing the adoption of water quality
standards is quite general.
board

.

.

.

It requires that #(e)ach regional

establish such water quality objectives in water

quality control plans as in its judgment will ensure the
reasonable protection of beneficial uses and the prevention of
nuisance.

.

.

.II

Id. Section 13241.

The water quality standard regulations adopted by EPA
contain more specific guidance on the adoption of standards for
surface waters.

The regulations specify that water quality

criteria must protect the designated use.
131.11(a).

40 CFR Section

Further, "such criteria must be based on sound

scientific rationale and must contain sufficient parameters or
constituents to protect the designated use."

Id.

For waters

with several designated uses, the criteria must support the most
sensitive use.

Id.

Since 1983, EPA has had specific requirements for the
regulation of toxic pollutants.

In particular, Section 131.11 of

the standards regulations states:
"Toxic pollutants. Statesmust review water
quality data and information on discharges to
identify specific water bodies where toxic
pollutants may be adversely affecting water
quality or the attainment of the designated
water use or where the levels of toxic
pollutants are at a level to warrant concern
and must adopt criteria for such toxic
pollutants applicable to the water body
sufficient to protect the designated use.
Where a State adopts narrative criteria for
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0

toxic pollutants to protect designated uses,
the State must provide information identifying
the method by which the State intends to
regulate point source discharges of toxic
pollutants on water quality limited segments
based on such narrative criteria. . . .I’ Id.
Section 131.11(a)(2).
. The regulations also describe the form of the criteria.
In general, the criteria should be numeric values.

Id.(b)(l).

Narrative criteria or criteria based upon biomonitoring methods
are allowed "where numerical criteria cannot be established or to
supplement numerical criteria".

Id.(h)(2).

The Regional Board was required to comply with these
regulations when the Regional Board adopted its Basin Plan
1

amendments in 1986.

The 1986 amendments added numeric objectives

for heavy metals for surface waters, including San Francisco Bay,
but excluding the South Bay, in Table III-2A.
W

The Basin Plan

amendments also continued the listing of South Bay as water
quality limited and indicated that the area was suspected to be
water quality limited due to toxic pollutants but more data was
needed.

As a result of the 1986 amendments to the Basin Plan,

dischargers to the South Bay had to comply with the existing
narrative toxicity objective in the Basin Plan, which was
applicable to all surface water discharges, but did not have to
comply with Table III-2A.

The narrative objective prohibits the

discharge of toxic substances "in concentrations that are lethal
to or that produce other detrimental responses in aquatic
organisms", and compliance is determined by bioassays.
Plan at 111-3.
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Basin

Our review of evidence in the record indicates that the
South Bay treatment plants were discharging toxic pollutants in
levels to warrant concern.

Further, the narrative toxicity

criteria does not appear to comply with the provisions of Section
131.11 because numeric criteria could be adopted, and, in fact,
were adopted for other portions of San Francisco Bay.

Our

review, based upon new information, of the rationale for
exempting South Bay from the Table III-2A objectives indicates
that the rationale was inappropriate.

Therefore, the failure to

adopt objectives for the toxic pollutants of concern appears to
be inconsistent with then applicable EPA regulations.
I

:

Subsequent to adoption of the 1986 Basin Plan

I

amendments, Congress enacted the Water Quality Act of 1987,
I
,

amending the Clean Water Act.

These amendments, as explained

previously, added Section 303(c)(2)(B) to the Clean Water Act.
This section requires the states to adopt, by February 1990,
I

’

criteria for all priority pollutants for which EPA has adopted
criteria, where the discharge or presence of these pollutants
could reasonably be expected to interfere with designated
beneficial uses.

See fn. 9, infra.

On December 12, 1988, EPA transmitted guidance to the
States, describing three acceptable options for achieving
compliance with Section 3o3wvww

See "Guidance for State

Implementation of Water Quality Standards for CWA Section
303(c)(2)(B)" (December 1988) (Guidance Document).
options are as follows:

I
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The three

0

(1)

adopt statewide numeric water quality criteria for

all Section 307(a) toxic pollutants for which EPA has issued
Section 304(a) criteria;
(2)

adopt specific numeric water quality criteria for

Section 307(a) toxic pollutants for which EPA has issued Section
304(a) guidance, as necessary to support designated uses where
such pollutants could reasonably be expected to interfere with
designated uses; and
(3)

adopt a procedure to be applied to a narrative

water quality criterion, which shall be used in calculating
derived numeric criteria.

Id. at 1.

Further, the document provides the following guidance
to the States on making the determination whether the discharge
or presence of a toxic pollutant is interfering or is likely to
interfere with the attainment of designated beneficial uses:
"Presence of facilities that manufacture or
use the section 307(a) toxic pollutants or
other information indicating that such
pollutants are discharged or will be
discharged strongly suggests that such
pollutants could be interfering with attaining
designated uses." Id. at 3.
The three South Bay treatment plants are discharging
significant amounts of cadmium, chromium, copper, lead, mercury,
nickel, silver, and zinc into the South Bay.

These are priority

pollutants, for which EPA has published criteria under Section
304(a).

These constituents can clearly interfere with attaining

the designated beneficial uses of the South Bay.

Consequently,

criteria meeting the requirements of Section 303(c)(2)(B) were
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required by February 1990.

The existing narrative toxicity

objective in the Regional Board's Basin Plan does not comply with
Section 303(c)(2)(B),

as interpreted in the EPA Guidance

Document.
C.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the Board has determined that 40 CFR
Section 131.11 and Section 303(c)(2)(B)

of the Clean Water Act

require the adoption of numeric water quality-based objectives
for copper, chromium, cadmium, lead, silver, nickel, zinc, and
mercury for the South Bay.

Exemption of the South Bay from the

water quality objectives contained in Table III-2A, which are
applicable to the rest of San Francisco Bay was inappropriate.
The Regional Board has established a process under
which the dischargers must submit recommendations for sitespecific water quality objectives and effluent limits for toxics
by August 1, 1991.

By December 1991 their permits will be

revised to include either effluent limits based upon these sitespecific objectives or effluent limits based upon Table IV-l,
which generally implements the objectives contained in Table III2A of the Basin Plan.

Because Section 303(c)(2)(B)

requires the

adoption of numeric water quality objectives for toxic pollutants
by February 1990 the Board concludes that the delay in adopting
objectives for South Bay is unjustified.

We further conclude

that appropriate water quality-based objectives should be adopted
by February 1991.
The Regional Board has several options to comply with
.__

this directive.

This Board anticipates taking final action on
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this option,

specified
to delete

with Table
the Regional

for selenium

and copper,

since these substances are not included in Table III-2A.
Objectives for these substances could be based upon site-specific

@

data, Ocean Plan objectives, EPA criteria, or other appropriate
numbers.

These objectives could also, of course, be revised if

site-specific objectives are adopted in December 1991.
Petitioners, CBE et al., have proposed that the toxic
materials objectives included in the Ocean Plan be adopted for
the South Bay.

Use of the Ocean Plan methodology for the

development of water quality objectives which are protective of
aquatic life is an additional option available to the Regional
Board.

While this Board concludes that water quality objectives

for the toxic pollutants in question must be adopted for the
South Bay, it is inappropriate for the Board to specify which
numbers should be adopted by the Regional Board.
Finally, the Board notes that the Regional Board has
required the South Bay dischargers to conduct a variety of
studies which will serve to clarify the status of beneficial uses
in the South Bay, the biological impacts of the ambient toxic
pollutant concentrations in the bay, and the relative importance
of point and nonpoint sources in causing such impacts.

These

studies will provide the information needed to develop sitespecific objectives.

The South Bay is a water quality limited

segment where the attainment of protective water quality
standards may be costly and complicated.

Further, there are

indications that the South Bay may have a high retention rate for
pollutants.

For these reasons, we agree that site-specific

conditions should be investigated further to ensure that the
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0

objectives

to be implemented

over the long term are, in fact, the

pollutant levels necessary to protect beneficial uses.24
24 Petitioners, CBE et al., contend that the NPDES permits illegally
authorize the Regional Board to adopt site-specific objectives for selected
metals based on cost. See, e.g., Order No. 88-176, Provision E.5.e. The
permits allow the dischargers to submit recommendations for site-specific
objectives and effluent limits based on (1) cost/effectiveness of
additional point and non-point source control measures, and (2) expected
impacts on beneficial uses. See id.
We do not agree with CBE's interpretation of these permit provisions. And,
we have complete confidence that the Regional Board will comply with
applicable state law in the adoption of any site-specific objectives for
the South Bay.
The cited provisions allow for consideration of both cost and impacts on
beneficial uses in the development of objectives and effluent limits. This
language cannot be interpreted, however, to allow the adoption of
objectives and effluent which zail to ensure reasonable protection of
beneficial uses. See Water Code Section 13241.
State law governing the adoption of water quality objectives requires a
Regional Board to adopt objectives which will ensure reasonable protection
of beneficial uses, taking into account a variety of factors including
economics. Id. State Zaw does not provide that the boards may tradeoff
water quality against economic impacts.
Further, CBE et al: s interpretation is inconsistent with express
provisions of the Water Code which declare a legislative intent to satisfy
federal requirements in order to avoid direct regulation by EPA. See id.
Sections 13170, 13370(c). The EPA water quality standards regulations
specify circumstances where economic impacts may override water quality
impacts, and preclude such tradeoffs in other circumstances. For example,
if a beneficial use is not an existing use, the State may decide not to
designate the use for protection if the control measures necessary to
attain the use would have widespread economic impacts. 40 CFR Section
131.10(g)(6). Where a beneficial use is an existing use, however, the
State may not cite economic impacts as a basis for failure to protect that
use. Id. Section 131.10(h)(l). Similarly, the federal antidegradation
policy specifies circumstances where the State can and cannot allow a
reduction in water quality in order to accomodate economic development.
Id. Section 131.12(a).
Petitioners San Jose/Santa Clara, on the other hand, contend that the Board
has misinterpreted the EPA water quality standards regulations because
beneficial uses for the South Bay have not been designated through a use
attainability analysis. Petitioners are mistaken. The EPA regulations
require a use attainability analysis only if instream beneficial uses are
not designated for protection, or if the State proposes to remove
designation of an instream beneficial use. Id. Section 131.10(j). The
Basin Plan, in this case, already includes several designated instream
beneficial
uses for the South Bay, and no use attainability
analysis
is,
therefore,
required
for these uses.
See fn. 20, supra.
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I

representing the midpoint between the mean annual 1989
concentration and the new effluent concentration limit.

These

performance-based loading limits will remain in effect until
total maximum daily loads and wasteload allocations are developed
for the pollutants.
a.

Initial Limits

The effluent limits and the total metals loading limits
included in the initial South Bay permits have been replaced by
the new limits adopted by the Regional Board in February 1990.
Hence, the validity of the earlier effluent and mass loading
limits has become a moot point.
b.

Interim, Performance-Based Effluent and Mass

Loading Limits
(1) Validity of Effluent Limits
Under the current permits, the performance-based
effluent limits for toxics will remain in effect until December
1991.

On December 21, 1991, either the Table IV-l limits or

alternative site-specific limits will become effective.
Petitioners, CBE et al., contend that the interim limits will not
assure protection of beneficial uses because the limits are based
upon performance, rather than protection of water quality.

The

question before this Board, therefore, is whether water qualitybased effluent limits for toxics must be adopted prior to
December 1991.
For the reasons which will be explained, the Board
concludes that water quality-based effluent limitations for
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or, in the
narrative

In the succeeding
effluent

the narrative

limits

objective.

(2)

State Board Resolution No. 68-16 and Federal

Antidegradation Policy
Petitioners, CBE et al., object to the interim effluent
and mass loading limits for toxics in the South Bay permits on
the ground that they violate the federal antidegradation policy
and State Board Resolution No. 68-16.

Petitioners argue, in

addition, that the South Bay is entitled to special protection
under the federal antidegradation policy because most of the bay
is included in the San Francisco Bay National Wildlife Refuge, a
high quality water constituting an outstanding national resource.
We conclude that the federal antidegradation policy and
State Board Resolution No. 68-16 apply to the South Bay permits.
The Board further concludes that the interim performance-based
effluent limits and mass loading limits are inconsistent with
these policies.
The water quality standards regulations adopted by EPA
require that the States adopt, as part of their water quality
standards regulations, a statewide antidegradation policy, which
is consistent with the principles set forth in 40 CFR Section

:

131.12 (federal antidegradation policy).25
Section 1313(d)(4)(B).

See 33 U.S.C.

The federal antidegradation policy

emphasizes protection of instream beneficial uses.

In general,

where instream uses will not be impaired and no outstanding
national resources waters will be affected, the federal
antidegradation policy allows reductions in water quality.

The

reductions must be justified, however, as necessary to
accommodate important social and economic development.
id.(s)(2).

See

Further, the federal antidegradation policy only

applies to reductions in water quality which occur on or after
November 28, 1975, the date of adoption of the policy.
In 1968 the State Board adopted Resolution No. 68-16,
the "Statement of Policy with Respect to Maintaining High Quality
of Waters in California", as.a part of state policy for water
quality control.

See California Water Code Section 13140 et seq.

Resolution No. 68-16 has been adopted, as a general water quality
objective,,in all of the Regional Boards' basin plans.
Resolution No. 68-16 satisfies the federal requirement
for a statewide antidegradation policy.

In order to ensure

consistency with federal Clean Water Act requirements, the State
25 The federal antidegradationpolicy establishesa three-part test for
determining when increases in pollutant loadings or other adverse changes
in surface water quality may be permitted. At its base, all existing uses
and the level of water quality necessary to protect those uses must be
maintained and protected. 40 CFR Section 131.12(a)(l). This provision
establishes the absolute floor of water quality in.all surface waters. The
second level provides protection of actual water quality in areas where the
quality of the waters exceeds levels necessary to support propagation of
fish, shellfish, and wildlife and recreationin and on the water
(fishablelswimmable). Id.(a)(Z). In this case, some limited water quality
degradation is allowed, as long as the water quality remains adequate to be
fishable/swimmable. The third tier provides special protection to waters,
denoted "outstandingNational resource waters". Id.(s)(3). The water
quality of these waters must be maintained and protected. Id.
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,Likewise, State

Board

is applicable.27

the interim
are based
protection

limits for toxics

upon performance,
of existing

included

in the

the limits

do not

instream

beneficial

26 While the policy applies, we disagree that the South Bay is entitled to
the extraordinaryprotection afforded to high quality waters which
constitute an outstanding national resource. The South Bay has not been
designated as an outstanding national resource. Its lower water quality
would seem to preclude such a designation.
27 The South Bay permits do not include findings reflecting consideration
of the state and federal policies. However, the fact sheets accompanying
the three permits and the Regional Board's "Responsesto Comments", dated
December 20, 1988, on the draft permits indicate that the Regional Board
had determined that the permits met the requirementsof the federal
antidegradationpolicy. The fact sheets stated:
"The re-issuance of the discharger'sNPDES permit must conform to the
federal anti-degradationpolicy, because the subject discharge is to
receiving water classified as water quality limited in the Regional Board
Basin Plan. The Basin Plan notes that South Bay would likely remain water
quality limited, even with relocation of SBDA discharges to a deepwater
outfall north of the Dumbarton Bridge, because of the natural factors
limiting full attainment for all objectives.
The re-issued permit meets the requirementsof the antidegradation
policy. The permit stipulates that there shall be no increase in mass
loadings of metals over current levels. This program will insure that
increased flows do not result in increases in mass loading of metals....
In addition, the special studies to be performed by the discharger to
develop site-specificwater quality objectivesand effluent limits are
necessary prior to establishment of applicablewater quality objectives.
These site-specificstudies, and the Santa Clara Valley Non-point Source
Study satisfy the antidegradationpolicy requirements,regarding
intergovernmentalcoordination and considerationof important economic and
social development in the area of the discharger."
In the "Responses to Comments", the Regional Board addressed comments that
the permits allowed increases in metals loadings in violation of the
federal antidegradationpolicy. The response indicated that metals
loadings from the three plants had dropped about SO percent since 1975, and
the interim metals cap was expected to prevent statisticallysignificant
increases during the life of the permits. Responses to Comments at 8.
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28 We note that the performance-basedlimits and the Table IV-1 limits are
not directly comparable. The former refers to the 95th percentile of the
52 samples collected weekly over a one-year period, while the Table IV-1
limits are daily averages, which would have to be met for each weekly
sample. For example, assUme that the value of both limits is equivalent.
To comply with the annual 95th percentile, 49 of the weekly samples would
have to equal or be less than Table IV-l; and three samples would be equal
or greater than Table IV-l. However, all weekly samples would have to be
lower than Table IV-l's daily maximums for compliance. If Table IV-l
limits are lower than the performance-basedlimits, then Table IV-l limits
are more protective since all samples must fall at or below this value. If
Table IV-l limits are higher, then the performance-basedlimits are more
protective.
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29 In the absence of numeric objectives, effluent limits implementing the
narrative toxicity objective in the Basin Plan should be the lesser of the
performance-basedeffluent limits or the Table IV-l limits, current EPA
water quality criteria, or other appropriatewater-quality based number.
In addition, the permits should include an effluent limit for whole
effluent toxicity. We recommend an effluent limit of 1.0 chronic toxicity
unit. We note that the limit for copper in Table IV-l is not water-quality
based. The limit for copper should, therefore,be the lesser of an
appropriate water quality-basedlimit or the performance-basedlimit.
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30 While a schedule of compliance cannot be included in the permits in
this case, an appropriate time schedule can be included in an-enforcement
order, such as a cease and desist order. See 33 U.S.C. Section
1311(b)(l)(C); 40 CPR Section 122.47(a)(l);In re Star-Kist Caribe. Inc.,
NPDES Appeal No. 88-5 (April 17, 1990).
31 Petitioners, San Jose/Santa Clara, contend that mass emission limits
cannot be included in their NPDES permit unless specifically addressed
in the program of implementationin the Basin Plan. This argument is
inconsistent with state law. State law requires that NPDES permits be
issued and administered in accordancewith applicable federal requirements.
See Water Code Section 13377; 23 CCR Section 2235.2. Applicable federal
regulations require the inclusion of mass emission limits in NPDES permits
for all pollutants which are limited in the permit. See 40 CFR Section
122.45(f).
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32 Several of the parties to this proceeding also contend that the
adoption of water quality-basedeffluent limitations implementing the
narrative toxicity objective violates Water Code Section 13241. This
contentionmust be rejected. State law requires that NPDES permits
implement applicable water quality standards, including narrative
standards. See Water Code Section 13377, 13263, 13050(h) and (j). In
addition, state law requires that NPDES permits be issued and administered
in accordance with applicable NPDES permit regulations adopted by EPA. 23
CCR Section 2235.2: see Water Code Section 23377. The NPDES regulations,
as discussed above, require the inclusion of numeric effluent limits
implementing narrative objectives under certain circumstances. See 40 CPR
Section 122.44. The adoption of numeric effluent limitations implementing
the Basin Plan's narrative toxicity objective would, therefore, be entirely
consistent with state law.
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the Regional

to the

by that time.

limits,

indefensible,

directs

objectives

et al., object

IV-l limits

have not been adopted

of the Basin

quality

objectives

Limits

are scientifically

This Order

The

technology-based

limitations.

Section

or

122.44.

Default

imposition

Id.(g).

the discharges

was entirely

Petitioners,
automatic

its use.

Board adopted

See 33 U.S.C.

to the properties

water quality

to regulate

40 CFR Section

refers

affect

quality-based

122.2.

13377;

which

Board did not establish

Rather,

case.

"Water qualityN

Board

and in

13241.

to adopt numeric

to the South Bay for toxic

by

limits

for toxics

of the default

by April

1991.

limitations

will,

limits

federal

regulations,

is consistent

that contribute

standards,

in cases where

quality

standards

122,44(d)(l).
effluent
water

relevant
criteria,

I

basis
i

.

for water

applicable
speaking,
both human

permit

health

of the

law.34

The

of effluent

limits

for establishing
including

where

of site-specific
effluent

regulations.

and aquatic

using

necessary

EPA

by other

quality

objectives,

limits

as the

is consistent

Further,

should

numeric

See 40 CFR Section

The use of EPA water

Id.

for

above narrative

circumstance,

use of the EPA criteria

c.

ensure

with

generally
protection

of

life.

Salt Marsh Mitiqation

Petitioners,
Order

imposition

are provided

quality-based

NPDES

applicable

supplemented

in the absence

a moot point.

the state has not established

under these

information.

become

for the pollutants.

criteria,

of the propriety

that imposition

to excursions

Three options

limits

quality

with

authorize

pollutants

water

therefore,

we conclude

Nevertheless,
default

The question

CBE et al., contend

No. 89-013 violates

the California

that Cease

Endangered

and Desist

Species

Act,

33 The issue may also become moot if EPA revises the South Bay permits.
EPA and the Regional Board published a joint public notice in June of this
year of proposed modifications to the South Bay permits. See 33 U.S.C.
Section 1314 (l)(3). The proposed modifications would substitute new
default limits for those contained in Table IV-l of the Basin Plan. The
proposed default limits are based upon current EPA freshwater or saltwater
criteria. The effluent limits contained in Table IV-l of the Basin Plan
were generally based upon EPA water quality criteria current in 1986, some
of which have been revised.
34
I

I

See discussion in fn. 32, supra.

0
-81-

33

Fish and Game Code
Act),

the federal

Section
Endangered

and the Basin

et seq.,

for wetlands

contend

that no increases

until wetland

been demonstrated
raises

similar

the Regional
compensate

Board

the adoption

maintain

to require

For the reasons
that the Regional

Code Section

13360.

Jose/Santa

Clara chooses

submitting

a mitigation

of saltmarsh,
enhancement

order

adversely

below,

Board

the Board

increases

also

law, including

concludes

that,

for the creation

must provide

has determined

lacked

concludes

or equivalent

Clara NPDES permit

by

or enhancement

for the creation

that a condition

or

habitat.
must

be

or enforcement

in flow to the South Bay which

rare and endangered
-82-

species.

Water

if San

to comply with Order No. 89-013

in the San Jose/Santa

impact

the order

of Order No. 89-013 was

further

proposal

that

is excessive.

of 380 acres of saltmarsh

prohibiting

because

Petitioners

state and federal

the proposal

Finally,' the Board
included

acreage

The Board

but has

Clara et al., counter

mitigation.

adoption

,with applicable

to

conditions.

explained

Board's

that

mitigation

13360, and the Regional

retroactive

that the mitigation

consistent

wetland

argues

which has been degraded

San Jose/Santa

Code Section

and have

the Service,

the Service

of Order No. 89-013 was improper

Water

authority

habitat

to brackish

Petitioners,

sufficient

should be permitted

erred in not requiring

for salt marsh

1531

petitioners

Petitioner,

In particular,

Species

Section

have been established

to be successful.

not yet been converted

violates

in flow volume
measures

issues.

to require

In addition,

mitigation.

mitigation

16 U.S.C.

Species Act,

Plan by failing

acreage

(State Endangered

2050 et seq.

1.

Introduction

As of 1984 only about nine percent
historic
Report,
areas

wetlands

pp. V-l through

V-19, App.

estimated
valued

and South San Francisco

resource

the high productivity

and its importance

to a number

Typical

types

cordgrass

and common

otherwise
exist,
Moffett

marsh

provide

Channel

extent

along

in this ecosystem,

habitat

predominates

salt marsh

Freshwater

habitat.

at the upstream

ends of Artesian

and the Palo Alto discharge

channel.

Brackish

areas exist near the South

marsh

as a transition

and the salt marshes.

Brackish

gum plant,

by California

between
marsh

areas

Slough,
The
bulrush

and

Bay

the freshwater

vegetation

and fat hen.

-83-

freshwater

marsh

cattails.

bulrush,

include

in areas that would

is dominated

alkali

species.

of the South Bay discharges,

in these areas

points

is a highly

of rare and endangered
salt marsh

is

the California

vegetation

discharge

marsh type

pickleweed.

habitat

for example,

Salt marsh

of vegetation

in tidal

In the vicinity
and brackish

tidal marshes,

Total acreage

Bay.

5,000 acres.

due to its limited

vegetation

a

salt marsh was the predominant

at approximately

coastline,

Bay has experienced

remain.

Historically,
in the Lower

Staff

Like other

I and Tables.

Of the original

loss of wetlands.

5 to 25 percent

See generally

in existence.

San Francisco

of the state,

significant
only

remained

of California's

marshes

is typified

by

The salt marsh
salt marsh

harvest

mouse

California

clapper

rail

have been listed

salt marsh

federal

wandering

which

shrew

(Sorex vagrans),

Primary

species.

of both species

over

San Francisco

Bay have historically

populations

of this

for the

a candidate

for

salt marsh

song
as a

has focused

on the

South Bay.

population

thousand

the year
family

The present

Bay,

in the early 1970's

to the

of the clapper

75 percent

500 or less.

of

breeding

confined

Over 75 percent

south of the
is found in the

declined

from an

to a, current

According

have become extinct

1600.

to the

on a world-wide

This level of extinction

exceeds

that

of birds.

The decline
is not entirely

rails.

marshes

the largest

of rail have apparently

11 rail species

of any other

supported

Of that population,

of approximately

basis since

The estuarine

in lower San Francisco

The numbers
several

have declined

is now apparently

Bay area.

occurs

Bridge.

clapper

species

San Francisco

rail population

Service,

the past 20 years.

of California

distribution

estimated

as

species.

significantly

San Mateo

governments

for listing

concern

which

habitat

list, and the Alameda
to be submitted

the

and the

obsoletus),

is also the preferred

The populations

greater

raviventris)

(Rallus lonqirostris

is expected

candidate

two listed

for two species,

by both the state and federal

on the federal

sparrow,

habitat

(Reithrodontomys

Salt marsh

endangered.

listing

provides

in the California

attributable

clapper

rail population

to loss or degradation

-84-

of habitat.

Other

factors,

such as predation

may also contribute
considers
single

the clapper

habitat

The record
of the South
Service

the marsh

marsh

species were

contains

research

scant information

conducted

mice were abundant

low numbers

further

The Service
elimination

endangerment
2.

mouse

and

as endangered

by

harvest

Marsh,

in the mid-1960's

mice were

trapped

harvest

Impact of San Jose/Santa

in the

that the

has contributed

of the salt marsh

when

was the predominant

has taken the position

of salt marsh

The

mouse.

In contrast,

salt marsh.

of harvest

on the abundance

in Triangle

in the 1980's when alkali bulrush

extensive

harvest

listed

of the salt marsh

was predominantly

vegetation.

Bay to be the

governments.

that harvest

consistently

the Service

in the South

loss for the salt marsh

Bay population

has cited

indicating

of salt marsh

rail since these

the state and federal

rats and red foxes,

Nevertheless,

to the decline.

the conversion

largest

by Norway

to the

mouse.

Clara Discharge

on Salt

Marsh
Petitioners,
conclusion
plant

that the discharge

has caused

supported

San Jose/Santa

salt marsh

by evidence

of effluent

conversion.

There

75 mgd; their present

is a highly

in freshwater

dispute

from their

the
treatment

This position

is not

in the record.

In 1970 the San Jose/Santa
approximately

Clara,

significant

Clara

discharge

correlation

flows and the reduction

-85-

Plant

discharged

is about

between

120 mgd.

this increase

in salt marsh.

Conversely,

there

is no correlation

South

Bay,

Guadalupe
marsh

specifically,

has been

lost because

All diking

to 1960, however;
cause

the conversion

Water

were diked

salt

and

land for

area was completed

to that time.
marsh

prior

the

We conclude

that

can be attributed

from the San Jose/Santa

Clara

Plant.

13360

San Jose/Santa

Order No. 89-013 violates

must

or

cannot be considered

to brackish

Code Section

it impermissibly

discharger

diking

of effluent

Petitioners,
and Desist

in the affected

Creek

to the

Historically,

farm land, or filled

of salt marsh

to the discharge
3.

conversion.

loss subsequent

inflows

from Coyote

tidal marshes

therefore,

of habitat

because

streamflows

to salt ponds,

development.

other freshwater

and salt marsh

River,

converted

between

specifies

Clara,
Water

contend

Code Section

the manner

comply with the order.

that Cease

in which

13360
the

This contention

must

be

rejected.
Cease
San Jose/Santa
order

directs

discharging

and Desist
Clara

Order No. 89-013 does not mandate

implement

the dischargers

waste

contrary

wetland

discharges

receiving

compliance

with

mitigation;
water

outfall

specifies

permissible

this directive,

(2) submission
north

to dead-end

less than 1O:l minimum

of a schedule

of the Dumbarton

-86-

initial

alternatives

including:

against

sloughs,

and

dilution.
for achieving

(1) wetland

for constructing

Bridge;

the

from

to the Basin Plan prohibitions

to the South Bay, discharges

No. 89-013

Rather,

to cease and desist

discharges

Order

mitigation.

that

and

a deep-

(3) submission

of a schedule

for otherwise
The order

prohibitions.
mitigation

projects

can consist

treatment

plant

discharge

that results

240

the discharge
that acceptable

(1) creation

of:

that reduces

flows to 1970 levels;
in a projected

annual

in a projected

or enhancement
average

(3) relocation

net increase

or (4) any combination

of 240 acres;

that results

with

further provides

(2) reclamation

of saltmarsh;

habitat

complying

net increase

of the
in salt marsh

of these

options

in saltmarsh

habitat

of

acres.
Order No. 89-013,
13360.

Code Section

is consistent

This section prohibits

specifying

"the design,

particular

manner

issued

therefore,

location,

in which

by the Regional

the manner

of compliance

but rather

the order

a Regional

Board from

type of construction,

compliance

or

may be had with"

Order No. 89-013

Board.

with Water

with applicable

Basin

allows the dischargers

an order

does not dictate
Plan prohibitions,

to select

the manner

of compliance.
4.

"Retroactive

Petitioners,
Regional

Board

mitigation,
occurring
NPDES

prior

only require

permit

San Jose/Santa

lacked authority

that is, mitigation

permit.

40 acres,

Mitigation"

to adoption
Rather,

mitigation

which

Clara,

to require

also argue

retroactive

for salt marsh

conversion

of Order No. 89-012,

they contend

their

that the Regional

for the loss of salt marsh,

they project

to occur during

term.

-87-

that the

reissued
Board can

approximately

the present

NPDES

It should
not mandate

wetland

San Jose/Santa
applicable

again be stressed
mitigation.

Clara

through

unquestionably,
which

must

Basin

Plan.

prohibitions

within

discharge

See Water

Order

No. 89-013 by seeking

occurred

discharge

of effluent

brackish

marsh

of habitat

between

for rare

rare and endangered

of Order

use of South

Bay waters.

Clara wished

to obtain

prohibitions

on the basis

of salt marsh

species.

is an existing

Clara

an exception

Plant had

The preservation

of

to the Basin

Regional

Board

species

the larger acreage

-88-

beneficial

if San Jose/Santa
Plan

benefit,

would have to be created

for the loss of endangered

to fresh or
loss

designated

of net environmental

that the

a commensurate

The order found that,

mitigate

derived

No. 89-012.

No. 89-013,

1970 and 1985, causing

species

to

species

of 220 acres of salt marsh

and endangered

to the

benefit,

on rare and endangered

from the San Jose/Santa

in the conversion

the

if they chose

an exception

Board found, in Order

resulted

Board,

to be that the

the dischargers,

prior to issuance

The Regional

is,

implementing

on the basis of net environmental
impacts

Plan and

of the Regional

appears

with

which

240 acres

argument

by directing

for adverse

of

13263 and 13377.

erred

prohibitions

habitat

specific

in violation

in the Basin

requirements

Code Sections

directs

This directive

Board

to comply

mitigate

waste

the legal authority

adopt waste

No. 89-013 does

the order

contained

Order No. 89-012.

Petitioners'
Regional

Instead,

to cease discharging

discharge

implemented

that Order

or enhanced

habitat.

amount

at least

using

The
a

to

3

multiplication
relative

factor

habitat

of l.l., which

values

of the original

and the mitigation

marsh,

No. 89-013

also allowed

information

conversion

the discharger

based

The discharger
and the Regional
that an actual

acreage

the creation

was degraded

The Regional
marsh

from the period

1970 as a baseline
and harvest
endangered
photos

mouse
species

needed

available

exception

issuance
determined

were

mitigation

since

acreage.

for salt marsh
converted.
of salt

The Regional

Board used

The clapper

two reasons.

listed

aerial

rail

as

infra-red

types were not generally

1970's.

that the Regional

of endangered

determined

the conversion

Additionally,

to the early

new information,

of mitigation

first federally

marsh

the dischargers,

its marsh

had occurred

but not vegetatively

in 1970.

on the basis

for losses

of 275 acres

for essentially

We conclude

and provided

1990 meeting,

from 1970 to 1985.

species

additional

did submit

Board evaluated

to identify

prior

to require

at its April

Board did not require

which

revising

Order

upon this new information.

subsequently

Board,

the converted

conversion

loss of 250 acres of salt marsh

1970, requiring
The Regional

consider

the

species.

to submit

of salt marsh

Board would

estimates

salt marsh,

site for the endangered

on the subject

that the Regional

took into account

Board had the authority

if they chose

to pursue

of net environmental
species

of Order No. 89-012.

habitat

that, if San Jose/Santa

-89-

benefit,

occurring

The Regional

a Basin

to mitigate

prior

to

Board properly

Clara wished

Plan

to continue

discharging

to the. South

comply

applicable

with

water

As discussed
applicable

State

Board

The federal
existing

Bay include

antidegradation

antidegradation

allows

have

to

standards.

state water quality

antidegradation

standards

State Board Resolution
policy where

No. 68-

applicable.

that uses
Register

requires,

See

attained

quality

8, 1983).

The federal

only if existing

40 CFR Section

instream

those uses in existence

1975, the date of adoption

an "absolute

must be maintained".

are fully protected.
uses include

and protected.

to establish

(November

of water

that

This part of the federal

is intended

51409

at its core,

uses be maintained

131.12(a)(l).

policy

a lowering

policy

beneficial

See 40 CFR Section

48 Federal

would

Order No. WQ 86-17 at 16-18; Basin Plan at 111-2.

instream

requirement

quality

previously,

to the South

16 and the federal

Bay, the dischargers

131.12(a)(2).

of the policy.

policy

instream

uses

Existing

as of November

28,

See id. Section

131.3(e).
Under

the federal

were

required,

uses

and the level of water

uses

in existence

policy

July

1, 1977.

are not meeting
been

issued

quality

as of November

necessary

quality

the standard,

Section

standard,

-9o-

those

because

1311(b)(l)(C).

the

the

by no later

a cease and desist

the dischargers

instream

to protect

Further,

to meet the standard

See 33 U.S.C.

to require

and maintain

28, 1975.

state water

were required

the South Bay dischargers

to protect

at a minimum,

is an existing

dischargers

policy,

than

Because

order

could

they
have

to both cease discharging

waste

in violation

See Water

standard.

under Water

Code Section

San Jose/Santa

In other words,

quality

of the standard

Code Section

necessary

State

its adoption

water

quality

which

13263 and 13241.
standard,

it could

See Water

13301.

implement
quality

necessary

Retroactive

mitigation,

Code Section
compliance

13301 does not allow

prohibitions.

Thus,

Regional

on the basis

comply

with

required,

in order

that Water

mitigation".

is a misnomer.

a Regional

of San Jose/Santa

-91-

to

in 1968.

contend

Water

Board to require

and with discharge

Order No. 89-013 was properly

Basin

C.3.

use of preservation

Clara,

requirements

the three applicable

quality

that level of water

"retroactive

authorizes

with waste discharge

Board

Order No. 89-012.

in this context,

13301 clearly

Code Sections

Code Section

as the use existed

San Jose/Santa

in

and

state water

under Water

the beneficial

species,

Petitioners,
Section

See also Water

13301;

occurring

changes

both present

No. 68-16, to achieve

of rare and endangered

Code

affect

could have been

to protect

in 1975.

quality

prohibits

this is an existing

Code Section

Resolution

in water

This policy

also be enforced

the dischargers

Thus,

use of preservation

No. 68-16 has broader

uses of water.

Because

that level of water

as the use existed

unreasonably

beneficial

C.3.

could have been required,

to changes

in 1968.

with the

Order No. 89-012,

the beneficial

species,

It applies

after

potential

Clara

Board Resolution

applicability.

13301;

13301, to achieve

to protect

of rare and endangered

and to comply

adopted

Clara's

by the

failure

Plan prohibitions.

The

to

order

gave the dischargers

One of these options

prohibitions.
exception

based

specified

the parameters

basis.

that,

net environmental
demonstrate

benefit,

meet

applicable

standards

include

these

San Jose/Santa
necessary

standards

Clara

to protect

and endangered

policy.

species,

Board's

rather

obligation

preservation
logically

reasoned

to ensure

that use of the year

use of

was protected

of these

necessary

conversion

1970 as a

The Regional

species

the information

of rare

in 1968.

that the beneficial

of marsh

quality

use of preservation

from the date of listing

determination

explained

to require

1968, was appropriate.

In addition,

from the early

No. 68-16 and the

as the use existed

of rare and endangered

derive

was 1970.

than

Applicable

that level of water

we conclude

have to

San Francisco

standards.

For the reasons

the beneficial

In addition,
baseline,

to South

can be interpreted

to achieve

in

on the basis of

Clara would

State Board Resolution

antidegradation

previously,

an exception

quality

on this

its discretion

San Jose/Santa

water

a Basin Plan

an exception

discharge

with the

Order No. 89-013

benefit.

Board did not abuse

in order to grant

to comply

was to obtain

for obtaining

that a continuing

Bay would

federal

options

upon net environmental

The Regional

determining

several

would

species,
to make

which

a

was only available

1970's.

The provisions

of Order No. 89-013

the mandate

of the State Endangered

establishes

state policy

Species

to conserve,

-92-

also conform
Act.

protect,

with

This act

restore,

and

-

enhance

endangered

Section

2052.

should

species

The act further

not approve

existence

projects

the continued

existence
alternatives

Id. Section

2053.

approved

make

provided.
conserve

endangered

furtherance

of those

available

economic,

species

of the act.

to comply

the Basin Plan, by implementing

means,

moving

foster

their discharge

the purposes

Additionally,
federal

Endangered

consultation
Department

between

endangered

This

agency

existence

or result

consultation,

Thus,

San Jose/Santa

Clara

wetland
or other appropriate

action which

of any threatened

Section

Act.

with the

act requires

formal

of the

is likely
or

or adverse
1536(a)(4).

7" consultation

the Secretary

-930

Species

is consistent

in the destruction

to as the "Section

in

2055.

and the Secretary

16 U.S.C.

are

must seek to

Endangered

The federal

on any agency

of such species.

is referred

Following

Act.

the continued

species

modification

of the State

a federal

of the Interior

to jeopardize

location,

Order No. 89-013

Species

may be

measures

Id. Section

of Order No. 89-013 directing

mitigation,

jeopardy.

use their authority

the provisions
with

are reasonable

projects

agencies

to

or other

and enhancement

All state

in

essential

prevent

social,

infeasible,

and must

of the purposes

if there
would

the continued
or result

of habitat

which

mitigation
2054.

species

species,

such alternatives

Id. Section

jeopardize

or threatened

If specific

if appropriate

that state agencies

would

or adverse modification

and prudent

conditions

provides

which

of any endangered

the destruction

Fish and Game Code

and their habitat.

must provide

process.
an opinion

detailing

how the federal
Where

or its habitat.
propose

reasonable

agency

jeopardy

alternatives

action ,will affect

is found, the Secretary

must

to minimize

and set

forth terms and conditions

which

applicant

to implement

must

id. Section

comply

with

012 and 89-013 was

Board's

a state,

was not directly

Endangered

Species

to object
Service,
Section

apparently

22, 1988,
under

issues

of NPDES

the Service
Section

cannot

or permit
See

Species

1538.

The Service,

advised

the Regional

Board

habitat

discharge

could

constitute

violation

of Section
The mandate

action

has the general

89-

and,

by the States,

authority
and the

has taken the position

informed

Nos.

7 of the federal

case.

EPA that

dated

formal

if the endangered

at the state

level.
that Section

Act is applicable.

by letter dated

that

By letter

has also taken the position

Section

comply with

permits

be resolved

Orders

than a federal,

7 may be necessary

Endangered

species

in adopting

in this particular

of the federal

Clara

agency

these alternatives.

to Section

on that basis,

The Service

endangered

action

EPA, however,

7 is applicable

consultation
species

the federal

rather

subject

Act.

to issuance

December

the impacts

1536(b).

The Regional

hence,

the species

December

that the degradation

9

See id.
22, 1988,

and loss of

caused by the San Jose/Santa
a "take" of the endangered

Clara
species,

in

9.
of Order No. 89-013 that San Jose/Santa

the Basin

Plan prohibition
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against

discharge

to

the South

Bay is consistent

It ensures
South

that the discharger

Bay or implements

effects

Thus,

baseline

also

this Board concludes

we have upheld,
In Order

to protect

Board'.6 determination

wetlands,

impacts

of filling

determined

the wetlands.

that the amount

1972, the year of passage

in this matter

of the Clean

We
are
which

mitigation.

the Regional

disposal
including

site included
the purchase

to address

In addition,

of wetlands

Board,

by offsite

we affirmed

in order

chooses

by this means.

habitat

No. WQ 84-9 the Board affirmed

Board was

Clara

by the Regional

measures,

were necessary

the

and to use 1970 as a

that a solid waste

and that mitigation

offsite

Order

wetland

No. WQ 83-6, for example,

wetlands,

that the Regional

actions

taken

to the

to mitigate

if San Jose/Santa

Board's

Act.

species.

the Basin Plan prohibitions

with prior actions

discharge

measures

to adopt Order No. 89-013

with

9 of the federal

ceases

on endangered

find that the Regional

consistent

0

either

for wetland.mitigation,

to comply

Section

appropriate

of its discharge

authorized

with

the adverse

the Board

should be determined
Water Act.

adoption

of

Similarly,

as of
in

of an order by the

Regional

Board,

mitigation

requiring

for expansion
5.

Amount

development
of a landfill

of Mitigation

The petitioners
estimate

of salt marsh

the specified

mitigation

CBE et al. contend
They

specifically

to mitigate
salt marsh

acreage

into wetlands.35

with the Regional

Board's

acreage

that the discharger
in habitat

and

is inadequate.
should

value

which has been degraded

that

The Service

is excessive.

that the mitigation

for the reduction

as

The City of San Jose argues

acreage

contend

wetlands

Acreage

disagree

loss.

of offsite

be required

resulting

from

but not vegetatively

converted.
The Regional
acreage

was

saltmarsh

275 acres,

of 250 acres.

of saltmarsh

acreage

Based upon
subsequent

Board's

latest figure

for mitigation

based upon a calculated

actual

This Board has recalculated

which was converted
new information

to the adoption

loss of
the amount

by San Jose/Santa

introduced

of Order No. 89-013,

Clara .

into the record
we have

35 If San Jose/Santa Clara elects to implement wetland mitigation, the
Regional Board may wish to consider issuance of a cleanup and abatement
order under Water Code Section 13304 to regulate the dischargers'
activities. Water Code Section 13304 gives a Regional Board the authority
to issue an enforcement order against any person "who has discharged" waste
in violation of waste discharge requirementsor discharge prohibitions or
"who has caused or permitted" waste to be discharged into waters of the
state and has created or threatens to create a condition of pollution. An
order issued under this section can order the discharger to cleanup the
waste, abate the effects, or, in the case of a threatenedpollution, take
other remedial action. Water Code Section 13304 expressly allows a
Regional Board to address the impacts of past waste dischargers.
A cleanup and abatement order could be issued to San Jose/Santa Clara, in
this case, for violation of the terms of its permit and of applicable Basin
Plan prohibitions. See Order No. 89-012, A.l, A.2.. A.3.. C.3; Basin Plan
IV-8. In addition, an order could be issued to abate conditions of
pollution created by the discharge. See Water Code Section 13050(l).
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recalculated
as a result

the amount

of the San Jose/Santa

indicates

that

converted

to brackish

1985.36

of saltmarsh

This

acreage

Clara

273 acres of salt marsh

figure

marsh

during

includes

which was converted
The evidence

discharge.

in the affected

the study period,

20 acres

in Albrae

area were

from 1970 to

Slough.J7

In

36 Black and white stereoscopicphotograph pairs taken during the study
period were examined to estimate conversion. Revised conversion estimates
were based on observed increases in alkali bulrush, Scirpus robustus.
Bulrush can be distinguishedfrom pickleweed, the dominant salt marsh
species, by the darker color and taller height of the bulrush. Based upon
this evaluation, the Board finds that 253 acres of salt marsh, excluding
Albrae Slough, have been converted since 1970. The acreage amount is 273
acres, including Albrae Slough. Thus, of the 381 acres of salt marsh
present in 1970 in the area affected by the San Jose/Santa Clara Plant
discharge, 108 acres remained in 1985. These figures indicate that 72
percent of clapper rail and salt marsh harvest mouse habitat within the
study area has disappeared over the last 15 years. Salt marshes south of
the Dumbarton Bridge, a larger area than the study area, support the
majority of the populations of the clapper rail and the southern subspecies
of the harvest mouse. Thus, the discharge of effluent from the San
Jose/Santa Clara Plant has caused a substantialloss of salt marsh habitat.
37 The new evidence also indicates that the discharge has resulted in the
conversion of 20 additional acres in Albrae Slough. The cause of salt
marsh conversion in Albrae Slough has been the subject of some dispute
among the parties to this proceeding. The Board reviewed a time series of
photographs of Albrae Slough, not previously available to the Regional
Board. Our review indicates that the pattern of vegetative conversion in
the slough is no different than patterns observed in other marshes.
Therefore, we conclude that the discharge of effluent has affected the
vegetative composition of this marsh.
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the evidence

addition,
salt marsh

indicates

have a lower habitat

the acreage

had in its original

The Regional
figure

of 275 acres,

mitigation

proposals.

habitat,

specifically

selected

wildlife

when

the habitat

compensated

value

by habitat

of South

of habitat
harvest

evaluation

procedure

created

than

(HEP).

to evaluate

the

and to develop

and quantity

the value

of habitat,

is considered

lost, due to a project,
or acquired

in mitigation.
the habitat

of the wetlands

of the HEP was to offset

the gain of an equal

to

is fully

in 1970 to the value

species,

of

adequate

Board used the HEP to compare

The purpose

through

by the Service

Mitigation

for the two endangered

mouse,

mitigation

on wildlife

the quality

Bay wetlands

after mitigation.

its wetland

The HEP is used to determine

species.

The Regional
value

developed

action

species

condition.38

using an habitat

of a proposed

108 acres of

value to endangered

Board derived

The HEP is a methodology
effects

that the remaining

the clapper
amount

the loss
rail and

of habitat

for

38 The Service estimates that an additional 320 acres of salt marsh have
been degraded but not vegetativelyconverted. This estimate is
substantiallyhigher than the 108 acres of salt marsh which the Board has
calculated as remaining in the project area post-1970. The Service
contends that the value of the remaining habitat has been reduced due to
metals contaminationfrom the South Bay treatmentplants. In addition, the
Service has suggested that reduced salinitymay alter prey availability,
thereby adversely impacting the rail population. There is no data in the
record to substantiate the latter contention. With respect to metals
contamination,studies have shown high metals concentrationsin South Bay
diving ducks. However, deleteriousimpacts on waterfowl have not been
noted.
Nevertheless, the evidence indicates that the remaining 108 acres of salt
marsh are of lower value to both rails and mice. The remaining marsh areas
appear to have lower habitat suitabilitydue to their reduced size,
fragmentation,isolation and strip-like configuration. These factors may
decrease or eliminate continuitywith upland peripheral areas, which are an
important tidal refuge for harvest mice and clapper rails.
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0

i

these

species.

The procedure

including

the time necessary

different

marsh

marsh

for restoration,

types to endangered

Regional

Board

Regional

Board's

clapper

rails

should

factors,

the suitability

species,

to offset

San Jose/Santa
reconsider

estimate

utilize

and brackish

the Regional

of

the rate of salt

of salt marsh

transitional

marsh

harvest

mice

is flawed

containing

because

both salt

If this contention

have overestimated

the acreage

is true,
necessary

therefore,

should

be based
marsh

mitigation

would

of habitat
depend

by Jose/Santa

The first would
sedimentation
the harvest

site would

Clara.

There

graded,

take considerably

In general,

gained

mitigation

a diked

less time,

via

scenarios.

marsh

by natural

In order

to protect

site would
area,

inundated,

mice and

site, if one is

are two likely

of this
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from the HEP

for both harvest

recolonization.

scenario,

be properly

to mice.

of a low-level

full recovery

Salt marsh

loss than clapper

derived

lost to habitat

on the actual

and natural
mouse,

value

unsuitable

be restoration

In the second

pond, would

habitat

upon the habitat
is relatively

summarized.

to salt marsh

the mitigation

The ratio

the HEP used by the Regional

can be briefly

are more sensitive

rails;

selected

acreage

that the

the loss of pure salt marsh.

Our conclusions

rails.

argue that the

They contend

marshes,

vegetation.

Board would

Board.

brackish

Clara,

the HEP.

The Board has reevaluated

years.

several

loss and gain, and the study period.
Petitioners,

marsh

took into account

take 27

such as a salt

and revegetated.

11 years,

to recover.

This

The ratios
scenarios
affected

of habitat
would

be 1.56

acreage

mitigation

is 381 acres,

acreage

the dischargers,

depend

habitat

value

marsh

harvest

equivalent

conclude

involving

proposal

must be consistent

however,

that the specific

required

the creation

site selected

reevaluation

information
6.

that Order No. 89-012
conversion

In support

approach

species

selected

by

of lost

the creation

suitability

index

0.9 by the year
Clara

of wetlands,

the

We recognize,

Clara may require

index

Any necessary

a

or the time
modifications

should be made

available

a mitigation

of any actual

by San Jose/Santa
suitability

for salt
2004, or

submits

or enhancement

of 380

utilizing

to

the best

and the HEP.

Flow Limits

Petitioners,

future

require

acreage

and expertise

The

for endangered

characteristics

for full restoration.
mitigation

values.

with this requirement.

of the habitat

the required

habitat

If San Jose/Santa

proposal

restoration

The total

that full replacement

of approximately

habitat.

two

be 380 acres.

with a habitat

mice

these

273 acres have been

to compensate

in this case would

acres of saltmarsh,

under

on the mitigation

and would

We, thus,

of which

have reduced

necessary

loss would

gained

and 1.01, respectively.

and 108 acres

converted

habitat

lost to habitat

CBE et al. and the Service,
include
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and degradation

of their
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of endangered

the Service
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argues
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have requested

to prevent
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the

habitat.

that if future

-----

habitat

losses

success

of compensating

future

are allowed

impacts

No. 89-012 allows

of the San Jose/Santa

in the amount

flow occurring
period

during

in which

salt marsh

of wastewater

This increase

of 47 mgd.

were

the Regional

losses

average
thus,

to be

flow is
allows

an

to the South Bay

the actual

increase

from 1970 to 1985,

Board estimated

capacity

that

in

the time

220 acres of

lost.
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habitat

is 167 mgd,

discharged

approximates

the period

past and

flows up to the design

Present

and

'We concur.

Order No. 89-012,

120 mgd.

the feasibility

are determined,

Clara Plant, which

into the South Bay.

approximately
increase

for past losses

may never be fully offset.

Order

discharged

to occur before

Board has taken the position

are too difficult

Regional

Board has not required

measures

to prevent

Regional

Board has required
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the discharger

to take

Rather,
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to document

the
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the life of Order

No. 89-012.
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would be mandated

in future waste
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of mitigation

endangered
restoring
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requirements.
The petitioners

efficacy

',
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Therefore,

to predict.

future habitat

that future

species
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that wetland

wetlands

is a matter

projects,
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the
loss of

The feasibility

of some dispute.

monitoring

A review of available

restoration

regarding

of continued
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fueled by inadequate

projects.

concerns

and the likelihood
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literature
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monitoring
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23 CCR Section
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project
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species
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beneficial
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protected.
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should

to address
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impacts
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therefore,

preventing
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endangered

species
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treatment

will

success
adverse

of restoration
impacts

which

plant,

wastewater
vigorous

in flow which

species.

projects,

which

would

or enforcement
adversely

to the South Bay.

prevent

rare and

will not preclude

development

The most

which we highly

The

order,

impact

the full design

to increasing

occurred

should be included

capacity

of its

Clara

the discharge

obvious
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in the San Jose

will mean only that San Jose/Santa

to find alternatives

the

in the first place.
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reclamation,

impact

have already

This condition
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The condition
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in
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area adversely

that a condition

habitat.

increases

of rare and endangered

from occurring

in the San Jose/Santa

area.

to allow

not be used in lieu of alternatives

the adverse
_

however,

in the affected
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to

of rare and

the South Bay in the face of evidence

freshwater

discharges

are necessary

use of preservation

It is not appropriate,
flow-to

of waste

These measures

occurred.

that the beneficial

the effects

alternative

of
is

endorse.39

39 This order directs the Regional Board to revise the permits of the
South Bay dischargers and to consider adoption of certain enforcement
orders. Unless a specific deadline is specified in this Order or is
otherwise applicable, the Regional Board has discretion with regard to the
timing of actions directed by thfs order. The Regional Board may also wish
to combine its various regulatoryproceedings on the South Bay permits.
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Conclusions

III.
After
contentions
above,

review

of the record and consideration

of the petitioners,

and for the reasons

of the

discussed

we conclude:
The evidence

1.
finding

that the discharge

treatment

plants

of effluent

has provided

from the South

a net environmental

The Palo Alto and Sunnyvale

2.
revised

in the record does not support

to reflect

net environmental

that evidence
benefit.

Additionally,

Bay

benefit.

permits

does not support

a

should

be

a finding

cease and desist

of
orders

to require
should be issued, if necessary, to these dischargers
>i:
with the Basin Plan prohibition against discharges to
.compliance
.-.'-theSouth

Bay.
The existing

3.
the studies

required

dischargers

Board of the South

information

with

Bay

on the ecological

to make a determination

The Regional

exceptions

the following

conditions

water

pollutants;
;.the Regional

Board can grant

regarding

are met:

to control
ensure

(1) the NPDES

effluent

(2) the dischargers
Board,

the South

on the basis of equivalent

quality-based

<(3) the dischargers
preservation

together

protection".
4.

numeric,

sufficient

of the discharges

"equivalent

in the record,

by the Regional

dischargers , provide
impacts

evidence

limits

continue

Bay

protection
permits

efforts,

that the beneficial

.6
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species

include

for toxic
as required

avian botulism;

of rare and endangered

if

use of

is protected.

by

m

The failure

5.

of the Regional

Board to adopt water

L

quality

objectives

for toxic pollutants

for the South Bay was

inappropriate.
The Regional

6.
appropriate
adopted

interim

water

Board must

quality

objectives

for the South Bay by February
The process

7.
the development

for toxic pollutants
provide

the basis

water

is reasonable

for revising

for toxics

that

are

1991.

established

of site-specific

take steps to ensure

by the Regional
quality-based

Board

objectives

and, when completed,

the interim

for

objectives,

should
as

appropriate.
8.
Bay permits
applicable
m
\~

The interim,

for heavy metals
federal
9.

and selenium

limits

in the South

are inconsistent

with

regulations.

The South Bay permits

1991 to include
limits

performance-based

interim

numeric

must be amended

water

quality-based

by April
effluent

for toxic pollutants.
10.

In order to comply with

No. 68-16 and the federal
loading

limits

State Board Resolution

antidegradation

for heavy metals

policy,

must be revised,

the mass
based

on mean

loading.
11.
appropriate
South

enforcement

Bay dischargers

quality

based
12.

Water

The Regional

Code Section

should

consider

order with a time schedule
to come into compliance

effluent
Cease

Board

adoption

of an

to enable

with numeric,

the
water-

limits.

and Desist

Order No. 89-013 complies

13360 and applicable
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state and federal

with
law.

:,-

..:

13.
.salt marsh

Use of the year

conversion
14.

If San Jose/Santa

proposal

saltmarsh,

the proposal

provided

for evaluating

was appropriate.

mitigation

restoration

1970 as a baseline

involving

Clara elects

the creation

must provide

to submit

or enhancement

for the creation

of 380 acres of wetlands,

a

or equivalent

of

or

habitat,

as

in this order.
15.

Jose/Santa
increases

A condition

Clara permit
to the South

endangered

species

should

be included

or enforcement
Bay which

order,

adversely

in the San
preventing

impact

flow

rare and

habitat.

I

ORDER

IV.

IT IS HEREBY
appropriate
quality

action

objectives

ORDERED

that the Regional

by February
for toxic

1991 to ensure

pollutants

Board

shall take

that numeric

are adopted

water

for the South

Bay.
IT IS FURTHER
take appropriate
permits

action

to include

for toxic

ORDERED
by April

numeric

pollutants,

the mass

the South

loading

Bay permits,

limits

quality-based

the San Jose/Santa

that the Regional

Board

for toxic pollutants

ORDERED
Clara

effluent

shall
Bay
limits

in this Order.

as provided

IT IS FURTHER
amend

water

ORDERED

Board

1991 to amend the South

as provided

IT IS FURTHER
amend

that the Regional

included

in

in this Order.

that the Regional
permit
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shall

Board

or enforcement

shall

order

to-

’

i’

include condition, limiting the flows discharged to the South Bay
to not more than 120 mgd, average dry weather flow, or to those
flows which would not further adversely impact rare and
endangered species.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Regional Board shall
amend the Palo Alto and Sunnyvale permits to include a finding of
a lack of net environmental benefit.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that a cease and desist order be
issued to Palo Alto and Sunnyvale, if necessary, to require
appropriate compliance with the Basin Plan prohibition against
discharges to the South Bay.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, if San Jose/Santa Clara
submits a mitigation proposal involving the creation or
enhancement of saltmarsh, the proposal must provide for the
creation or restoration of 380 acres of wetlands, or equivalent
habitat, as provided in this order.

IT IS FURTHER
matter

are otherwise

ORDERED

that the petitions

filed

in this

denied.

CERTIFICATION
The undersigned, Administrative Assistant to the
Board, does hereby certify that the foregoing is a full, true,
and correct copy of an order duly and regularly adopted at a
meeting of the State Water Resources Control Board held on
October 4, 1990.
AYE:

W. Don Maughan
Darlene E. Ruiz
Edwin H. Finster
John Caffrey

NO:

None

ABSENT:

Eliseo

ABSTAIN:

None

M. Samaniego

nt to the Board
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